
*** Now talking in #suburbansenshi
Topic is -= Suburban Senshi: Urban Renewal Audio Commentary - Kevin Smith, eat your heart out. =-

<Furu> First off, for the record, we should go through and say our names?
<Furu> After all, all commentaries have that.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yeah. Introductions!
<@Dr_Xadium> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Alright.
<Adam_Kanal> Hi, my name's Adam. I play Adam Kanal, Akiko "Go-Go" Yubari, Death, and Murphy K-9.
<@Dr_Xadium> I'm uhh, Doctor uhhh, Xadium, the uhh... director... of uhhh, Suburban Senshi the uhh, movie. 
<Yaijinden> Yaijinden, resident cynic and professional heartless hater.
<@Dr_Xadium> Literally!
<Furu> I'm Furu, I'm 17, an Aquarius, and I enjoy long walks across the beach, candlelit dinners, and devouring the souls of the innocent ^_^
<Adam_Kanal> Wow, Furu, you turn me on so much.
<Mango-chan> XD
<Mango-chan> I'm Mango, and I'm the crazy FMA addict who cut off her arm and leg for the sake of copying Ed.
<Adam_Kanal> Sake? Where?!?
<@Ikari Shinji> No one gets my sake!
* @Dr_Xadium notes Haruka drank it all
<Yaijinden> I'll sake your mom!
* Mango-chan face-faults.
<Furu> For God's sake...
<@Ikari Shinji> Is she a MILF?
<Adam_Kanal> Ew. No talk of my mother.
<@Ikari Shinji> Finally, I'm some bum called Ikari Shinji.
<Furu> Ya BUM!
<Adam_Kanal> He's also a Green Lantern but you gotta keep that on the DL, ya dig?
<Furu> Let's get this shindig a...shin....diggin'...
<@Dr_Xadium> Truly a commentary befitting the sub senshi movie
<Furu> Random and pointless?
<@Ikari Shinji> Pure insanity.
<Mango-chan> Hear Hear!
* Yaijinden promptly passes out, only giving gargled responses for the time being until he wakes back up

OPENING TITLES: THE "EVA" NIGHTMARE BATTLEFIELD

We OPEN with a WIDE SHOT of Setsuna's giant, grinning, bloated white head bobbing in a red sea of her own blood, her wide-open red-eyes looking lifelessly up at a yellowish full moon.

On the SOUNDTRACK, a song begins to play: Kom Susser Tod - Come Sweet Death.

<Furu> Ah, gotta love the reference.
<@Dr_Xadium> That scene was for all the Setsuna haters out there.
<Furu> They exist?

As the song plays, the camera PANS down towards a set of GRAVES in the distance, embedded on the pearly white beach.

<@Ikari Shinji> I loved the Evangelion homage.
<@Ikari Shinji> You also opened up with one of my favorite songs of the series and movies.
<@Dr_Xadium> I was deliberately continuing the aping of EOE from the finale

I've lost everything everything that matters to me, matters in this world...

<Mango-chan> Yes, Shinji, you love your Eva.
<Furu> Yeah, everyone loves Kom Susser Tod
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn right I do.
<Adam_Kanal> I've never seen EVA.
<Mango-chan> I have.
<@Ikari Shinji> Kom Susser Tod is just a great song.
<@Ikari Shinji> When I first heard it, I was surprised by it but I came to love it.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well it also fit the mood of hopelessness I wanted for the flashbacks
<@Ikari Shinji> Props to you for doing so.
<Mango-chan> Ah, the flashbacks. 
<Furu> Yeah. That mood was established big time in the previous entry before the movie.
* Mango-chan claps for Xadium, "Well done."
<@Ikari Shinji> Also, the rating for this film.
<@Dr_Xadium> domo
<@Ikari Shinji> A departure from your previous SS works.
<@Dr_Xadium> Not really
<Adam_Kanal> I just liked the sea of blood.
<Furu> I'm a hard person to depress to any degree, and you managed to do it. Props :P
<@Dr_Xadium> it's only R because I shut off the bleeper
<Adam_Kanal> I'm freaky like that.
<@Ikari Shinji> Like I said, a departure. :-)
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<Mango-chan> Indeed.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well it was a movie
<Adam_Kanal> F[BLEEP]k that s[BLEEP]t, X!
<@Ikari Shinji> I think the bleeper would've lessened the impact of the dialogue.
<@Dr_Xadium> so I said what the hell
<@Dr_Xadium> Heh
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka and Jedite
<Furu> yeah, for something like this, cursing is appropriate.
<@Ikari Shinji> I also remember the whole analogy that I mentioned when we were talking about it previous.
<Mango-chan> They would be one big censor.
<@Dr_Xadium> I did that once in SS
<Furu> Else it'd be like the Jay and Silent Bob Strikes Back edit or something

FLASHBACK: MICHIRU'S DROWNING

<@Dr_Xadium> Always wanted to drown her

We see the blinded MICHIRU floating in the sea of blood, a peaceful look on her face as she drowns to death, sacrificing herself for Haruka.

<@Ikari Shinji> The episodes were simply that, TV episodes. The movie was... a movie thus there was no need to censor.
<@Dr_Xadium> very ironic
<Furu> Teh Irony.
<@Ikari Shinji> Very, very ironic.
<Furu> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> and she irks me
<Furu> Naah, really? :P
<Mango-chan> I don't like Michi much.
<Furu> Never noticed.
<@Dr_Xadium> I can't pin down her character
<@Dr_Xadium> that's why she irks me

I wish that I could turn back time cos' now all the guilt is mine cant live without the trust from those you love.

<@Ikari Shinji> She's a difficult character to write?
<@Dr_Xadium> she really is just Haruka's sounding board
<Mango-chan> I'm one of the Michi haters out there...
<Adam_Kanal> Michi's... odd.
<@Ikari Shinji> Haruka's bitch.
<@Dr_Xadium> she has no persona of her own really
<Furu> Yeah, she's not really Ms. Personality.
<Furu> Just Haruka's backup band.
<@Dr_Xadium> A little sly ecchi humor
<@Dr_Xadium> but that's it
<Adam_Kanal> I honestly just saw her as the other half of the Uranus/Neptune pairing.
<Mango-chan> And wants to get married.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> Haruka has a presence.
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly
<@Ikari Shinji> Michi just does not.
<@Dr_Xadium> a dominating shadow that blots her out totally
<Adam_Kanal> She, yes, is a swimmer. Something to compete with Ami.
<Mango-chan> And she plays Violin.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah but that doesn't carry into everyday interaction
<Adam_Kanal> And a painter.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yay, a swimmer. We already have one of those.
<Adam_Kanal> Exactly.
<Furu> blame the manga/anime for really never giving ya anything to work with
<Adam_Kanal> Other than that, she's really a shell.
<@Dr_Xadium> It makes her sensitive I suppose
<@Dr_Xadium> but bleh
<Mango-chan> And empty shell...
<@Ikari Shinji> If I wanted to see a swimmer, I'd look to Aquaman.
<@Dr_Xadium> ahaha

FLASHBACK: NO FAITH IN VENUS

<@Dr_Xadium> This scene was just filler on my part in the finale
<@Dr_Xadium> to push poor Mina over the edge

A CLOSEUP (CU) on the face of SAILOR VENUS, looking on in shock and horror as SAILOR PLUTO, whose face expresses a look of disbelief, is sucked underground.

<Adam_Kanal> Venus' grief is written all over her face.

<@Ikari Shinji> Venus' ending was great.
<Mango-chan> Yeah.

I know we can't forget the past you can't forget love and pride because of that, its killing me inside

<Furu> *nod* Yep.
<@Dr_Xadium> It was a parallel to season 1
<Adam_Kanal> I noticed that one.
<@Ikari Shinji> Thinking about it, I caught that later on.
<@Dr_Xadium> in the fanfic I established a simple crescent beam detonation like that in season 1 wouldn't kill her now
<@Dr_Xadium> but she went all out
<@Dr_Xadium> with all her power
<Furu> cross annhilation. Gotta love it.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Mango-chan> It showed how people would rather of trusted Minako, if you ask me.
<@Ikari Shinji> Heroic.
<Mango-chan> But that's what I think.
<Adam_Kanal> Instead, she just killed herself intentionally, along with the baddie.,s
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well I have a soft spot for V-chan
<@Ikari Shinji> Pure heroic.
<Mango-chan> We know, Xadium.
<Furu> *gasp* Surely you jest.
<@Dr_Xadium> but I didn't want that to dominate the plot
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, he's pulling your leg!
<Furu> *is Mr. Sarcasm tonight*
<@Dr_Xadium> so I got rid of her early
<@Dr_Xadium> I try to be even handed in these situations
<Furu> Ah.
<@Ikari Shinji> He really has the soft spot for the Spore!
<@Dr_Xadium> Gah!
<Adam_Kanal> [Chibi-Usa] Xaduin-kim... Cam 2 mi///
<Furu> XD
<Furu> Next!
<@Dr_Xadium> (twitches)
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.

FLASHBACK: BETRAYAL OF THE INNOCENT

The others confront Haruka about planning to kill Hotaru. There should be no dialog, but their body language indicates the tremendous level of frustration and anger they have with her.

It all returns to nothing, it all comes tumbling down, tumbling down, tumbling down...

<@Dr_Xadium> This was a standard rehash of the old argument
<@Ikari Shinji> Haruka, truly showing that she'll go through any means to achieve victory.
<@Dr_Xadium> because I wanted to end that argument with this movie
<@Dr_Xadium> for all time
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Furu> Yeah. Good job on that, too.
<Mango-chan> Impressive, I must say.
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah it's been years literally
<Adam_Kanal> I always hated that Haruka was the first to sacrifice someone for the "greater good". It annoyed me.
<Furu> Finally pounded the concept into Haruka's thick skull.
<@Dr_Xadium> both in the series and in SS
<Furu> Yeah, I agree with Adam, and she's even my favorite character.
<@Dr_Xadium> it was time to bury the hatchet, and not in her back
<@Ikari Shinji> I always saw both sides of the argument about her actions.
<@Dr_Xadium> I like Haruka too
<Furu> "Victory via any means" is never a viable concept in these situations.
<@Dr_Xadium> I did too, she's a pragmatist
<Adam_Kanal> But, Xadium... that would've been fun...
<@Dr_Xadium> but there's a price
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Adam_Kanal> WE could've made her a conversation piece in the TARDIS...
<@Dr_Xadium> hahah
<@Ikari Shinji> When you play like that, there's always a price.
<Mango-chan> Yep.

5 FLASHBACK: THE DEATH OF MEGA PLUTO

<Furu> teh gore!
<Mango-chan> Back to Pluto's death.
<@Dr_Xadium> All the "Giant people" were inspired by giant Piccolo from DB
<@Ikari Shinji> Yet again continuing with the Evangelion homage.
<@Dr_Xadium> and of course the need to get her that big
<Furu> Ah, poor Giga Piccolo. Man, did he get owned.
<Adam_Kanal> I was hoping for a fight between a Sentai mech VS Mega Pluto.
<@Dr_Xadium> to have ahead large enough for the lake
<@Dr_Xadium> I ignored chatbox continuity for this
<@Dr_Xadium> they don't have Gundams
<@Ikari Shinji> Good.
<Mango-chan> The Gundams would've been funny, but it's better to not have them.
<@Dr_Xadium> none of them are big enough mecha fans
<@Dr_Xadium> Artemis maybe but he was out of it
<@Dr_Xadium> This had to be done by the SS

FLASHBACK: THE DEATH OF VENUS

* @Dr_Xadium weeps for Venus
* @Ikari Shinji loves the heroic sacrifice
<Furu> '
<@Dr_Xadium> had to have the stereotypical anime explosion cliche too
<Furu> 'atsa big boom
* Mango-chan loved it too.
<@Dr_Xadium> cloud
<Mango-chan> Yes, every series must have the mushroom cloud.
<@Dr_Xadium> It hurt me to write the scenes where the Senshi died
<@Dr_Xadium> all of them not just V
<@Ikari Shinji> Doesn't surprise me a bit.
<@Dr_Xadium> except Michiru
<Mango-chan> I was about to say that.
<@Ikari Shinji> You took your time to develop these characters.
<Furu> That's a sign that you're heart is truly in your work.
* @Dr_Xadium likes them a lot
<@Ikari Shinji> And talking about killing them... there was quite a reaction towards that.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> but come on
<@Dr_Xadium> I ALWAYS said
<@Dr_Xadium> they would never go out EOE style
<@Ikari Shinji> Some people even going as far as stating that they hated you or they hated what you were doing.
<@Dr_Xadium> and the poster was a DEAD giveaway
<Furu> We all knew better than to think you'd leave 'em dead for long :P
<@Dr_Xadium> heheh

THE EVA NIGHTMARE BATTLEGROUND

<@Ikari Shinji> There's also the fact that death is a part of the Senshi deal.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Ikari Shinji> They died before.
<Mango-chan> I think everyone expected the typical magical girl thing
<@Dr_Xadium> this fulfills their quota
<Adam_Kanal> ...
<@Ikari Shinji> Hell, Haruka died a couple of times in the SS series.
<@Dr_Xadium> well I didn't do it that way
<@Dr_Xadium> magically I mean
<Mango-chan> Where no one dies and it takes the flowers and sugar and the cuteness.
<@Dr_Xadium> I tried hard to avoid the sailor cliches
<Mango-chan> And then the enemy dies from the sugary goodness.
<@Dr_Xadium> like the power of friendship and the crystal
<@Ikari Shinji> Everyone thought they were going to win and live but you took them completely by surprise.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> I did that on purpose
<Furu> Yeah, props for avoiding the typical Magical Girl deus ex machina tools
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<@Dr_Xadium> at first it was going to end a lot easier
<@Dr_Xadium> but I got sick of people expecting things 
<Furu> Next scene!
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Ikari Shinji> There's nothing wrong with some predictability but if you have too much then it could eventually become stale.
<Mango-chan> Yeah.

BLACK SCREEN.

TITLE CARD: SUBURBAN SENSHI: URBAN RENEWAL

<Furu> Gotta love teh Manson.

INT. SUBURBAN SENSHI HOUSE, DINING ROOM

<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> it was a deliberate attempt to say "We are coming back hard"
<@Ikari Shinji> I used to be a major Manson fan back in my teenage years and so I liked seeing that song appear.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Ok we're at the dining table

MISS DREAM: Heh. So much for those fools... hehehehehe.

<@Dr_Xadium> (god it was hard to keep the chatboxers out from that table)
<@Ikari Shinji> I know.
<Mango-chan> @_@
<Furu> Oh, yes. I saw some of the regular invasion attempts.
<@Ikari Shinji> They just kept on wanting to intervene!
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Mango-chan> You had Morrigan, and Solar, and all of them.
<Mango-chan> I just didn't do anything.
<@Dr_Xadium> interestingly rei,bot is not in this scene
<Furu> ....Hey, I never noticed that.
<@Dr_Xadium> this is because she was staying out of it
<@Ikari Shinji> Interesting note.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> :-)
<Mango-chan> Keeping neutral.
<@Dr_Xadium> if she had decided to intervene

Miss Dream cracks her neck and looks around the room idly, as if seeing the world through new eyes. She's never really interacted with the physical world before, so this is all new to her.

<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah, Dream's never had a body
<@Dr_Xadium> she was designed to kill and then vanish
<Mango-chan> Ah.
<Mango-chan> How would she of killed Hotaru, I wonder.

MISS DREAM: Hmm... now to get the rest of those sailor brats...

<@Dr_Xadium> but she got one, and so is getting... "curious"
<@Dr_Xadium> simple
<Furu> That reminds me of something...not sure what.
<@Dr_Xadium> just have Hotaru jump off a cliff
<Mango-chan> Ah.
<Mango-chan> That would make sense.
<@Ikari Shinji> Now the dangling plot thread... the rest of the Inner Senshi.
<@Dr_Xadium> Hotaru was too weak too intervene
<@Dr_Xadium> well she was going for them
<Mango-chan> Odd that we never see them
<@Dr_Xadium> she just got distracted
<Mango-chan> But, it makes sense.
<Furu> Heh
<@Ikari Shinji> We saw them return to the past but we never heard a thing about them until then.
<@Dr_Xadium> I didn't want the inners involved really
<Mango-chan> Instead she harasses Furu and the other guy.
<@Dr_Xadium> hahah
<Mango-chan> I can understand why.
<@Ikari Shinji> Oh, I'm going to LOVE that scene.
<Furu> ¬_¬
<Mango-chan> Heh.

MISS DREAM: ...I'll start with that "Rei" bitch. She lives at that Hicky-wa Shrine or something.

<Furu> *suddenly having regrets*
<@Dr_Xadium> "hicky"
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Mango-chan> We won't hurt you much, Furu.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yeah, you're MY bitch, Furu!
<Mango-chan> That's what happens when you get absorbed with a pervert.
<Furu> Miss Dream's.....not sure how to say it..."odd" would be an understatement
<@Dr_Xadium> well
<@Ikari Shinji> Miss Dream was a fucking trip.
<@Dr_Xadium> she was much more dangerous until she took in Tomoe
<Mango-chan> Yeah.
<@Dr_Xadium> his madness messed her up
<@Dr_Xadium> it just took a little while
<@Dr_Xadium> had that not happened
<@Dr_Xadium> this could have ended a lot worse
<Mango-chan> So there was an actual good thing about Tomoe being absorbed! Whoot.

"She goes to the front door and opens it. Sarcastically, she bids the corpses in the house a proper farewell as she steps out."

<Adam_Kanal> I love this part.
<@Dr_Xadium> yes I wanted that cold moment
<Furu> [Rick James] Coooold Blooooded~

MISS DREAM: Ittekimasu! (I'm leaving)

<@Dr_Xadium> the cheery goodbye
<@Ikari Shinji> It was a perfect villain moment.
<Mango-chan> It's just so twisted.
<@Dr_Xadium> I call them corpses for convenience, of course they weren't physically dead
<Furu> Established once again that, yes...she is a huge bitch.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yay for victory, now I need to get my nails done and kill the Inner Senshi!
<@Dr_Xadium> but as this is read, I couldn't give that away
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly
<@Dr_Xadium> that's how she is
<Mango-chan> Yes.

EXT. STREET. - FULL COLOR (DAY)

It is a YOUNG MAN who is fairly tall, with red eyes, messy green hair, a big, oversized jacket that comes up over his mouth, and slightly oversized blue jeans.

<Mango-chan> I read that originally as green eyes and messy red hair. Go figure.

She walks up to him quickly and GRABS him by the collar.

<@Dr_Xadium> Ahh Furu if only you had know n why I wanted that description eh
<Furu> >_<

MISS DREAM: YOU THERE! Boy! Tell me where the Hicky-wa shrine is!

<@Dr_Xadium> Hey but I kept you strong!
<Furu> Yeah, Mango, I'm a little oddly colored
<Furu> Thanks for that -_-
<@Dr_Xadium> ehehe

FURU: (mumbling) Umm... it's pretty far away, Miss...
MISS DREAM: HEY! You're kinda CUTE! MUA... HEHEHE!

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> As you can see the Tomoe influence seeps im
<Mango-chan> Yes, gradually you can tell that.
<@Dr_Xadium> WE CALL IT CAPS LOCK
<Furu> XD

FURU: Ehehehe... like I said, it's a good distance from here...

<Mango-chan> OMFG, IT EXISTS! [/Tomoe-hakase]
<Furu> Yeah, that was a good sign. Before long, it's all caps.
<Mango-chan> You just knew it would happen.
<@Dr_Xadium> well that's because she's degenerated into yell mode as opposed to Tomoe though
<@Dr_Xadium> but it works for both

MISS DREAM: Want to... take me... there?

<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> ¬____¬;;;;.....

FURU: Umm... heh, I umm... actually have... a girlfriend... already...

<Furu> Yay!
<Mango-chan> Yay for starcat!
<Furu> Behold my one and only defense.
<@Dr_Xadium> hey
<@Dr_Xadium> you didn't even nosebleed
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> ...Yet.
<@Dr_Xadium> ^_^
<Mango-chan> Of course, Starcat would've probably busted in and blown up Miss dream.
<Furu> :p

MISS DREAM: ALMOST AS CUTE AS YOU, SUGAR! YOU CAN CALL ME MISS DREAM, BECAUSE I'M... (sultry voice) ...DREAAAAAAMY!

<@Dr_Xadium> I can picture Hotaru Shimmyinf, which scares me a bit
<@Dr_Xadium> Shimmying
<Furu> Indeed.

MISS DREAM: Aren't I, Furu-hun? AREN'T I?!

<Mango-chan> Heh.

FURU can't help it and nosebleeds.

<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> And there it is.
<Furu> or if you prefer...[Bobby Hill] .....and there it goes.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Be thankful I cut the "Furu goes to the sandwich shop" scene
<Mango-chan> ...Oh, we need to hear about this.
<@Dr_Xadium> (joke) 
Adam is currentl
<@Ikari Shinji> I was WAITING for that sequence!
<@Ikari Shinji> You know what, Xad?
<@Dr_Xadium> ?
<@Ikari Shinji> You nailed Furu perfectly!
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe

FURU: (Sotto) Oh, man... (Full Voice) I uh... I guess so...

<@Ikari Shinji> I mean, he is that much of a wuss!
<Furu> -_-
<@Dr_Xadium> no putting words in my mouth
<@Ikari Shinji> If I had Miss Dream coming onto me, I would've been all up in that mofo!

MISS DREAM: YAY! NOW LET'S GO, BOYFRIEND!

<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Mango-chan> Because that's you, Shinjuku-ku
<Furu> Sorry, I don't like the crazy chicks.
<@Ikari Shinji> Crazy's just another form of kinky.
<Furu> The question I have for Dr. X iiis: Why didn't I recognize her?
<Mango-chan> He just likes anything with boobs and a vagina.
<@Ikari Shinji> I take offense to that, Mango!
<@Dr_Xadium> Because I was splitting chatbox and SS continuity
<Furu> Ah.
<@Ikari Shinji> I'm rather specific about what I like with boobs and a vagina!
<@Dr_Xadium> I try to keep them split these days
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> Much like splitting the atom.
<@Dr_Xadium> it was hard because when they were dead it hindered the chatbox
<Furu> Except without...y'know..teh nuclear stuff...
<Mango-chan> But if you split an atom, it explodes.
<@Dr_Xadium> anyway
<@Dr_Xadium> next scene
<Furu> Yes, yes, kill my analogy. Continue!
<@Dr_Xadium> now we get to the good stuff
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Mango-chan> Alright, I'll skip the last part
<@Ikari Shinji> It's good that you're keeping the continuity split.
<@Dr_Xadium> I try
<Furu> Else it gets weird.

11 A BLURRY GREY AND BLACK SCENE

<@Ikari Shinji> The blog and etc. is where it's at.
<@Ikari Shinji> That's the main meal.
<Furu> Aaah, here we go.

We hear laboured breathing and coughing.

<@Ikari Shinji> The chatbox is a nice dessert.

The picture SLOWLY comes into focus on Haruka as the color levels rise.

<Furu> This is the dead give away to that Haruka isn't really dead, if you ask me
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> why because she coughs?

Haruka sits on the ground before a reddish background which is blurred. We are not supposed to be privy to the details of it just yet.

<Mango-chan> Uhm, elaborate, Furu?
<Furu> Not that...just got an feelin' from this whole sequence
<@Dr_Xadium> ahh

HARUKA: Damn tidal wave... shit... broke every fucking bone in my body. Or... at least it felt like it...

<@Dr_Xadium> that was my explanation for her dying
<Mango-chan> This is why we are glad that there is no censor
<@Dr_Xadium> because people said it wasn't clear enough at the end 
<Furu> lol
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> Yeah, she kinda just seemed to keel over.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> because at the time
<@Dr_Xadium> I wasn't sure if I wanted her to live like Shinji
<@Dr_Xadium> at the end of EOE
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.
<Mango-chan> ?
<Mango-chan> Ah.
<@Ikari Shinji> I am teh shit.
<Mango-chan> See, I never saw EoE
<@Dr_Xadium> hence she's alive in the poster
<@Dr_Xadium> oh sorry
<@Ikari Shinji> All time-line versions of me are teh shit.
<Mango-chan> It's okay.
<Furu> ...Let's not go down *that* road.
<@Ikari Shinji> Now you spoiled it!
<@Ikari Shinji> Naughty Xadium!

Haruka twitches, feeling something tickling the top of her hair, a light, brushing sensation, like fingers flicking over it. 

<Furu> Oh come on, EVERYONE knows the ending of EoE. I knew the ending before I knew what Eva was.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> I didn't
<Mango-chan> I didn't.
<@Dr_Xadium> it scarred me
<@Ikari Shinji> I was spoiled beforehand.

Instinctively, she puts her hand to the top of her head, and brushes against something hard, smooth and almost razor thin. A look of annoyance crosses over her face. Clearly this is a feeling familiar to her.

<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> The good ol' DB halo.
<@Dr_Xadium> yup!
<@Ikari Shinji> Gotta love DB.

Looking up with an "ugh" expression, she sees what she was expecting to-- a shiny, golden, halo. 

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Of course.
<@Dr_Xadium> That's how big a DB fan I am
<@Dr_Xadium> the senshi go to the DB afterlife

The realization hits her that once again, she is quite, quite dead. Passed on. Ceased to be. Moribund. Extinct. She sighs.

<Furu> Now, if she were really dead, wouldn't she of ended up back in the DB Afterlife ala the SS episodes?
<@Dr_Xadium> Well I figured she figured she'd be going to hell

HARUKA: Aww man, what is this-- the third, fourth, fucking time!?

<Mango-chan> In Dream's mind, you'd assume she went to hell.
<@Ikari Shinji> Referring to the past continuity.
<Mango-chan> Because...well, it's Dream's mind.
<Furu> Exactly. Which is another hint that she ain't really dead to me anyway.
<@Dr_Xadium> well she wasn't too happy with herself for her actions in the 
<@Dr_Xadium> finale
<@Dr_Xadium> so she thought she would go to hell
<Mango-chan> True.
<@Dr_Xadium> this here is her idea of what hell is

For lack of anything else to do, she grabs the halo and pulls it down in front of her, looking at it.

<@Dr_Xadium> she never saw the DB hell
<@Dr_Xadium> since King Kai grabbed her
<Furu> So she *does* have remorse. Gasps.
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<@Dr_Xadium> she does. 
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> She is human.

Looking into the distance (Which we still can't see very well), she HURLS the halo forward with a flick of the wrist, sending it flying like a frisbee. 

<@Dr_Xadium> In the anime they are careful to show that
<@Dr_Xadium> Michiru pushed her quite a bit

Within seconds, however, the halo curves, and FLIES back at her with rapid speed, SMACKING her HARD in the face before SPRINGING up and coming back to rest over her head with a slight wobble.

<@Dr_Xadium> before she ran with it
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> That cracks me up.
<@Dr_Xadium> yes I love playing with the halos
<Mango-chan> It's just so typical.
<@Dr_Xadium> something only Haruka and maybe Minako would do
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.

Haruka sighs. She wipes her brow and notices that her clothes are soaked through with sweat. She finally decides to take a look around, and the background snaps into focus as we see exactly where she is.

<@Dr_Xadium> I almost had one of them use the halo like the chakram in Xena
<@Dr_Xadium> welcome to hell Haruka
<Furu> LOL
<Mango-chan> Indeed.
<@Ikari Shinji> Population: Plenty
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Ikari Shinji> Including yourself.
<Furu> Like in the South Park movie
<Mango-chan> I was reminded of the south park part here.
<Mango-chan> Yeah.
<@Dr_Xadium> U R HERE
<@Dr_Xadium> HELL
<Mango-chan> 'Little boy, you're going to hell!'
<Furu> Heaven: Pop. 11,345
<@Dr_Xadium> hah
<Furu> HELL: Pop. 641,434,267,256,113
<@Ikari Shinji> HAH!

The camera PULLS BACK to a WIDE SHOT revealing that Haruka is standing on a barren, coal-black rock crag, which is surrounded by slow moving floes of red and yellow lava, from which huge sheets of flame spit forth, dancing menacingly.

<@Ikari Shinji> I'm all for John Constantine's methods.
<@Ikari Shinji> Make sure Heaven and Hell hates you enough and you have plenty of blackmail where you'll never end up in neither.

There are huge, sheer, red-hot walls of rough granite that seem to stretch upwards for infinity.

<@Ikari Shinji> Not to mention sell your soul to quite a few people that if you do end up dying, there'll be a war that's never been seen before.
<@Dr_Xadium> and yes I was consciously trying to describe a doom level
<Furu> Heheh
<Furu> I caught that.
<Mango-chan> By the way, I had the feeling that hell is just what's within the moon Io.
<Furu> Because Doom 2 is the only non-ROM game that'll run on this piece of shite :P
<Mango-chan> Since it's a volcanic moon.
<@Dr_Xadium> not a bad notion
Adam has returned.
<Adam_Kanal> That answers my question.
<@Dr_Xadium> the greatest evils could have been sealed there

Unnervingly surreal screams of unimaginable torment and suffering rip through the air with a kind of reverse echo effect.

<@Dr_Xadium> leading to hell legends
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> Welcome to the only commentary where people get up, walk out, and walk back in
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha

Haruka sighs as the camera PUSHES IN to a CU of her face as she exasperatedly says:

HARUKA: Figures. I died and ended up in Doom 2. Not even 3. This really *is* hell.

<@Dr_Xadium> note here I even keep to a movie budget
<@Dr_Xadium> as we only see a leg
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<Furu> lol
<@Ikari Shinji> Cheap bastard!
<Furu> Nice touch.
<@Dr_Xadium> lol yes!
<@Ikari Shinji> I would've went with the wide-screen action!
<@Dr_Xadium> cheap as hell

Pull back a bit to afford a wider shot. The screen SHAKES as a giant red goat's leg SLAMS down onto the ground near Haruka, so tall that Haruka herself barely comes up to the knee joint. She has to crane her head to look up and see the owner of the leg, who we never see, but hear. 

<@Ikari Shinji> Pure Warren Ellis!

This fellow, BIG RED, speaks in a booming voice with cliche reverb and echo effects.

<Furu> I'm sorry, but I always called The Kool Aid Man "Big Red" so this was extra funny to me
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<@Dr_Xadium> maybe it IS him
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Yes
<@Ikari Shinji> "Oh, YEAH...." *runs away*
<Furu> "Ooooooh yeah!!"
<@Dr_Xadium> remember what kool aid did to Jonestown
<Mango-chan> The special Coolaide.
<Furu> LOL

BIG RED: Haruka Ten'ou...

<@Dr_Xadium> kool aid man vs the macho man
<Furu> That would explains how he's able to show up anywhere and burst through walls.
<@Dr_Xadium> OOOH YEAAAH
<Furu> XD

Haruka's eyes widen. She knows EXACTLY who this is. He's just as she'd always pictured him in the sermons she used to ignore as a child. 

<@Dr_Xadium> ahh VKLL
<@Dr_Xadium> I had to take a subtle jab
<Furu> lol
<Mango-chan> This part, if you ask me, gave a hint to that this was just Haruka's mind.
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<@Dr_Xadium> that was intentional

Faced for the first time with the ultimate arbiter of her destiny, the one who has the power to shape her existence for the rest of time, she manages to get out two little words.

<@Ikari Shinji> I always thought it was interesting that the "Oh, yeah!" catchphrase was something you would hear during sex.

HARUKA: Hoooh... shit

<Mango-chan> Typical Haruka!
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<Furu> Great line.
<@Dr_Xadium> I was going for that Haruka / Dave Lister (Red Dwarf) approach
<Furu> I swear, dialogue needs to be recorded for this.
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Indeed, it;s just funny.
* Adam_Kanal has only seen a bit of a Red Dwarf episode.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well I wrote it this way to make audio adaption possible

BIG RED laughs, the sound of his amusement sending chills down Haruka's spine. His tone, however, is friendly and conversational-- after all, what does he have to fear in his house?

<@Dr_Xadium> His HIZZOUSE
<Furu> LOL
<Mango-chan> Fa shizzle mah nizzle.
<@Ikari Shinji> WELCOME TO MY HOUSE, BITCH!
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly
<@Ikari Shinji> TAKE OFF YOUR FUCKING SHOES!
<@Dr_Xadium> lol
<Furu> "You in MAH HOUSE NOW"
<Mango-chan> AND GET PIMP DADDY BIG RED HIS GOODS!
<@Ikari Shinji> I SAID TAKE THEM OFF, BITCH!
<@Dr_Xadium> (dying of laughter)
<Mango-chan> I just realized something.
<Furu> "You gonna eat'cho cornbread?"
<Furu> ...We're all insane?
<Mango-chan> Our school football team is called Big Red.
<@Dr_Xadium> HAHAHAHAHA
<@Ikari Shinji> Meh.
<Mango-chan> That I already knew, Furu.
<Furu> Because I had that down a while ago
<Furu> LOL
<@Ikari Shinji> Insanity is all based on perception.
<@Dr_Xadium> insanity is judged by the victors
<Furu> Oh, don't start that perception crap

BIG RED: Sooo... you've finally made it down here to see me, huh? HUA HAH AH AHAH HAH!

<@Ikari Shinji> 'Cause you know I'm right, Furu.
<Mango-chan> Insanity is just plain cool.
<@Dr_Xadium> yup!

Haruka gulps. What's she's seeing is scaring the living shit out of her. Suddenly she realizes she's in a big mess. And not just the big mess in her pants, either.

<Mango-chan> This was amusing.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> I declare TMI right there :p
<@Ikari Shinji> Nothing like a good fecal joke.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well it's Suburban Senshi
<Furu> heehee. Poop.
<@Dr_Xadium> we scrape the bottom of the barrel for the cream of our crop
<Mango-chan> Hey, in Big Red's house, you can shit your pants.
<@Dr_Xadium> lol

BIG RED: You don't know how long I've waited for this moment, Haruka. Can I call you that? Of course I can! We're all buddies here right?

<Furu> lol
<Furu> that seems so right.
<Mango-chan> We're all buddies in Big Red's house!
<@Ikari Shinji> You're my bestest friend in HELL!
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka + Satan 2getr 4evar
* Adam_Kanal hugs Shinji
* @Ikari Shinji hugs back
<Mango-chan> And we all know that you're only Big Red's Buddy when you take off your shoes.
<@Dr_Xadium> Big Red is a metro-sexual
<Adam_Kanal> He's got a foot fetish?
<@Dr_Xadium> this is never stated nor implied

Haruka blinks, still literally scared shitless. She raises her right index finger into the air tentatively, as if about to make a point, which she is, in fact, going to try to do.

<@Dr_Xadium> but he is
<Furu> Whoa.
<Furu> *pictures HIM from Powerpuff Girls*
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn right, Mango. You better take off your fucking shoes in his presence or your ass is more fucked then it is then.
<@Dr_Xadium> value for commentary

HARUKA: Umm... I uhh, don't know how to put this... but I think that maybe, maybe there was a clerical error somewhere? You know, a Parademon knocked back some mead when filling in the paperwork or something?

<@Dr_Xadium> Ahh Haruka. Always trying
* Mango-chan pictures Him crossed with South Park's devil
<Furu> lol

Big Red laughs again. He's heard all the lines before.

<@Ikari Shinji> Parademon!
<@Ikari Shinji> DARKSEID!
<@Dr_Xadium> Apokalips!
<@Ikari Shinji> Hehehe.

BIG RED: We don't make those mistakes down here, Haruka. We're dedicated to 100% best accounting practices.(scowls) That Enron shit bit us in the ass down here. Damn Arthur Andersen! They're rotting in a VERY special level, I assure you!

<Mango-chan> Ahahaha.
<@Dr_Xadium> Yes Hell runs a tight ship
<Furu> Trying the clerical error route. Whether that's a pun or not is up to you.
<@Dr_Xadium> damn
<@Ikari Shinji> Nothing like a good joke based on social events.
<Mango-chan> I wonder what level that would be.
<@Dr_Xadium> missed that
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe

Haruka goes paler than before. The talk of "levels" starts to lend the whole experience a greater verisimilitude than it had had before.

<Mango-chan> Dante's inferno, much?
<Furu> Must be the 8/12 level Dante never wrote about
<@Dr_Xadium> damn straight

At first to her this was a surreal, dream like experience, but now it was curving towards the concrete, disturbingly quickly.

<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> I think I threw Milton's hell in there
<Furu> ...the guy from Office Space?
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah Haruka's getting scared by the details
<Furu> :p

HARUKA: I uhh, I was a Sailor Senshi. You know, those sexy short-skirted soldiers of love and justice?

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> Milton and Dante... quite the literate choices.
<Mango-chan> The soldiers of LOVE
<Mango-chan> AND JUSTICE!
<@Dr_Xadium> Paradise Lost was the shit
<Mango-chan> Two words you NEVER say in Hell...ESPECALLY WHEN WEARING SHOES!
<@Ikari Shinji> Love as in Cagila's version of love?
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<Mango-chan> I will never let that line go.
<@Ikari Shinji> TAKE OFF YOUR SHOES, BITCH!

Big Red winces at the mention of the "l" and "j" words. You can swear all you want in Big Red's house, but those two words make the big guy cross. Really cross. He bellows out the next words.

<@Dr_Xadium> AND GIVE HIM YOUR SOCKS

BIG RED: RAHHHH! DON'T SAY THOSE WORDS HERE!!

<Mango-chan> OF COURSE!
<Furu> 8-):-* TAKE OFF YOUR SHOES, BITCH
<Mango-chan> SO HE CAN MAKE SOCK PUPPETS!
* @Ikari Shinji will take all of your socks!

The scene SHAKES like an earthquake is going on-- because in fact, one is. Haruka does her best to keep her footing, looking much like a drunken surfer on a mechanical bull. The lava in the slow moving-floes EXPLODES and leaps into the air, providing a powerfully pyrotechnic accompaniment to the inner rage of Big Red. Haruka does her best not to lose her lunch, and amazingly, still manages to try and press her point as the aftershocks of the quake die down.

<Mango-chan> Yes, Haruka has now POed big red
<Furu> So, with low-budget-ness, this would just be Rip Taylor throwing red confetti?
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL
<Furu> :p
<@Dr_Xadium> Not that low budget
<@Ikari Shinji> Gotta love the pyrotechnic accompaniment.
<@Ikari Shinji> Xadium is a cheap bastard but he's not THAT cheap.
<Furu> Sorry. Saw Wayne's World 2 yesterday. The random Rip Taylor cameo always cracked me up.

HARUKA: Uhh, right, hehe... but you see, erm, that's the kind of shit that makes me think I should be, you know--- up there, as opposed to down here-- which isn't so bad, of course-- you do a great decorating job and all-- but I mean, I just wouldn't fit in.

<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka will do anything, say anything to get out of dodge
<Mango-chan> And the hoping for 'HOLY SHIT! LGEMMIE OUT OF HERE!
<@Ikari Shinji> She's not the only one.
<@Ikari Shinji> But I'd be more willing to have a show down with the big D himself.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> You have a power ring
<Mango-chan> Or...
<@Ikari Shinji> That does help.
<Mango-chan> You could have a fiddle.
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL
<Mango-chan> That's how Michi could probably outpwn the Big Red.
<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> Michiru would scream IT'S NOT A FIDDLE
<@Ikari Shinji> [Michiru] It's NOT A FIDDLE!
<Furu> XD
<Mango-chan> Heh

Haruka points to the ceiling as a slight heavenly music STING plays on the soundtrack. The SOUND of a thick BOOK being pulled off a bookshelf and opened, followed by the sound of pages being turned rapidly, can be heard.

<@Ikari Shinji> Sting is considered heavenly music?
<Mango-chan> Hm
<Mango-chan> This reminds me of DBZ
<@Ikari Shinji> Someone forgot to mention that to me.
<Mango-chan> When Goku dies.
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<@Dr_Xadium> it's Enma-Daiou's book

Big Red is planning to put this feeble line of argument down once and for all. Haruka, for her part, is afraid that Big Red is going to throw the book at her... literally. But to her surprise, he does not.

<Mango-chan> And yes, Shinji, Sting is heavenly music...
<@Ikari Shinji> Meh.
<Mango-chan> ...somehow.
<@Ikari Shinji> Wu-Tang is heavenly music.
<Mango-chan> Speaking of, I haven't listened to 'Dreams of red' or seen the music video in awhile...
<Furu> If your idea of heaven is endlessly slapping hoes.
<Mango-chan> XD
<Mango-chan> Yes
<Mango-chan> It's typical Shinji
<@Ikari Shinji> Get those bitches out on the street and have them make me some money!
<Mango-chan> and when I say the music video, I mean the music video of the detication to Rei.
<Furu> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Which was WAAY back when I had napster.
<@Dr_Xadium> I think I have it on CD somewhere

BIG RED: Let's see here... Aren't you the same Ten'ou Haruka who tried to kill a frail young girl, and stabbed her comrades in the back?

<Mango-chan> Yes, She tried to kill Hotaru.
<Furu> On more than one occasion, too.
<@Ikari Shinji> All for the name of "justice."
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> I never liked that
<Mango-chan> [Red Queen] OFF WITH HER HEAD!
<Mango-chan> I like Hotaru, so I never liked Haruka for doing that.
<@Ikari Shinji> I liked all of the Outer Senshi.

Haruka sighs and rolls her eyes. She's heard this charge more times than she wants to recall. Forgetting her fear for an instant-- so annoyed is she about what she considers a spurious accusation-- that she paces and snaps:

<@Dr_Xadium> I never liked the Outer's pigheadedness
<@Dr_Xadium> it was good to a point
<@Dr_Xadium> but they got in the way
<Mango-chan> Yeah.
<Furu> You can only be a Loner to an extent.
<@Ikari Shinji> At least pigheadedness is better then trying to be nice to their enemies.
<Mango-chan> I liked Pluto as an outer, and Hotaru.
<@Dr_Xadium> Pluto was a manipulator
<Mango-chan> Uranus and Neptune seemed a bit too cocky for me to like them in S
<@Ikari Shinji> Meh. Blast their asses away before they get a chance to do the same.
<@Dr_Xadium> manipulator

HARUKA: Tactical sacrifices! For the greater good! How can I be damned for stuff designed to SAVE the world?

<@Ikari Shinji> I take the Kirk response to threats rather then the Picard.
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah but even Kirk
<@Dr_Xadium> knew when to hold back
<Furu> Indeedy.

If we could see his face, Big Red would be wincing right now. Saving the world isn't exactly something he likes to encourage. This irritation comes through in the tone of his voice, even as he continues reciting more damning charges.

<@Ikari Shinji> You're right about that but when Kirk needed to, he knew how to step up and do the deed.
<Furu> Heheh
<Mango-chan> Very true, Shinji.
<Mango-chan> Very true.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Kirk and Sisko are the ones I'd want at my back
<@Ikari Shinji> For negotiations, I'd rather have Picard but for situations that are unknown or possibly dangerous... then I'd go with Kirk and Sisko.
* Mango-chan is totally and completely lost.
<@Dr_Xadium> Sisko has a temper but he can be a bit more diplomatic than Kirk
<@Dr_Xadium> Heh

BIG RED: So the time you called the police, said you were being beat up by your fat bastard of a stepfather, then gave your neighbor's address and watched him get hauled off by the cops, all because he played Garth Brooks on the radio too loud one day, was that for the Good of the World?

<Furu> Dude. Kirk just because no matter where he got hit, he'd clutch his stomach.
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahaha
<@Ikari Shinji> hehehe.
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka's practical joke history
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Furu> If I were a lesser man, I'd take notes on these.
<@Dr_Xadium> hearkening back to sub senshi season 1
<Mango-chan> It ended up putting her in hell.
<@Ikari Shinji> Garth Brooks... the fucker deserved it.
<@Dr_Xadium> lol

Haruka is totally nonplussed at this too. She was expecting some examples of *wrong* behaviour. Looking up at Big Red with an almost "well, duh" expression on her face, she replies flatly:

<@Ikari Shinji> Here's a perfect example of her in denial.

HARUKA: He was listening to *Garth Brooks*.

<@Dr_Xadium> Not denial
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Mango-chan> Well
<@Dr_Xadium> she BELIEVES
<@Dr_Xadium> denial is when you kinda know
<@Ikari Shinji> Then I correct myself but not through the power of Hypertime.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> but she's rationalized this perfectly

Big Red coughs. The sound echoes across the deep, dank caverns of his massive domain. Even he has to admit that Haruka has a point there.

<@Ikari Shinji> Rationalization can be a powerful and dangerous thing.

BIG RED: Bad example. Fine. What about the time you subscribed the grumpy old man down the street to "Playboy", "Playgirl", "Hustler" AND "Barnyard Love" by dropping subscription cards in the mail, ticking off the "bill me" option--

<Furu> I actually know someone who did that.
<@Dr_Xadium> damn

Haruka chuckles a bit, for an instant completely missing the point that this is being used against her as an example of a *bad* thing.

<Furu> *used to hang out with some generally not-nice people*
<@Ikari Shinji> Good and evil is subjective.

HARUKA: --Hahah, he was so pissed off all the time, I thought he'd behave better if he got some action--

<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka got the most out of her Internet
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Furu> "lol Internet"
<Adam_Kanal> I wish I'd get a joke subsription to Penthouse...

Big Red's inflections don't change as he relates the REST of that particular tale.

<Mango-chan> ...wouldn't you rather have the playgirl?
<@Ikari Shinji> Meh. I'd rather search on the 'net for free porn.

BIG RED: --AND got a camera crew on hand to film the mailman so that the whole town could see what a "pervert" he was? Was that for the good of the world?

<Mango-chan> And I think that this part is denial.

Haruka suddenly realizes, to her SHOCK, that this is being turned against her, and irritatedly counters.

HARUKA: Hey he was always picking on us kids! What I did was for great justice!

<@Dr_Xadium> All your base
<Mango-chan> Now belongs to us.
<@Dr_Xadium> must be referenced 
<Furu> I've done many things and proclaimed them for Great Justice.

Big Red can't believe the level of denial he's dealing with here. He's had to deal with some really nasty, deluded types, but Ten'ou Haruka is taking the cake. Bigtime. Incredulously, Red continues:

<Furu> LOL.
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka is too much even for her subconscious

BIG RED: He picked on you for breaking all the windows in his house with rocks. And leaving flaming bags of shit on his stoop!

<Furu> The good ol' flaming dog crap trick
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<@Ikari Shinji> Never did that.
<Furu> I also know someone who tried that.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Mango-chan> I love the flaming shit.
<@Dr_Xadium> InuYasha has to go somewhere

HARUKA (dismissively): Meh. Details.

<Mango-chan> XD
<Mango-chan> As does any other dog demon.
<@Ikari Shinji> Also never had the inclination to actually collect dog shit and then set it on fire.
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka is very dedicated
<Mango-chan> You never see anime characters have to go to the bathroom.
<@Dr_Xadium> You do in sub senshi LOL
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Furu> Unless it's a set up for a gag
<Mango-chan> Yeah.
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> I. E. in the Love Hina manga, when Keitaro walks in on Naru on teh crapper.

Big Red makes a slight noise from his massive demonic throat, something akin to a gutteral whine that gets interrupted very quickly. The sound of more pages flipping can he heard. When he next speaks, it's more quickly and roughly.

<@Dr_Xadium> we see Big Red's next accusation

BIG RED: What about the time you rigged a 220 volt electrical socket to the urinals in the teacher's lounge at your high school?

<@Dr_Xadium> electrified urinals

Haruka busts out laughing, slapping her knees and clutching her belly, trying to keep her insides from splitting.

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<Mango-chan> Electrified.
<Mango-chan> Man, I feel so bad for these people.
<Mango-chan> XD
<Furu> How did you come up with that, Dr. X?
<Furu> 'cause that's just sick.
<@Ikari Shinji> His twisted sense of humor shows once more.
<Furu> Hilarious, but sick.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well,I thought of the worst thing that could happen at a Urinal
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> that didn't involve bobbitization

HARUKA: Oh HELL yes, that was hilarious! The SCREAMS coming from the teacher's lounge! Half of them couldn't sit down for weeks! And the shit they took from their wives! HAHAHAHAHAHA!

Big Red just numbly continues the litany of offenses.

BIG RED: You replaced the Barney videotapes of your snobbish neighbor's kid with "Fill Bill" and "Utena does Uruguay"!

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Porn, man.
<@Dr_Xadium> The return of Fill Bill!
<@Ikari Shinji> Fill Bill, something we've heard before!
<@Ikari Shinji> Utena does Uruguay was fucking great.
<@Dr_Xadium> heheh

Haruka shrugs.

<@Ikari Shinji> Whenever a person makes a take of Debbie Does Dallas then I must give mad props.
<@Dr_Xadium> I saw something on the news
<@Dr_Xadium> where this happened
<Mango-chan> I snickered at that.
<@Dr_Xadium> some kid rented Cinderella
<@Dr_Xadium> got an education
<Mango-chan> OH!
<Mango-chan> I heard about that.
<@Dr_Xadium> so I remembered that and used it
<@Ikari Shinji> Never heard of that.
<@Dr_Xadium> misfiled tape or something

HARUKA: Hey, BOTH father and son got an education! And they never complained about me and Michi's noises again!

Big Red's voice goes up in pitch as he almost frantically yells out

BIG RED: Posing as Policewoman on the telephone and trying to get your neighbor to omit to blackmailable offenses?

Suavely, confidently, assuredly, Haruka replies HARUKA Just doing my civic duty against crime. Haruka does a click-click noise with her teeth and points to Big Red in a "shooting" gesture ala Telly Savalas' "Who got ya babe".

<@Ikari Shinji> Her strong stance on such an issue is great.
<Furu> Man, she can't be this sure that everything she's done is for the good of mankind
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka's got her own code
<Mango-chan> Heh, true.

Big Red coughs again, the rapid, annoying beating of his black heart echoing across the plenum of hell for a minute. Then he does something not entirely unexpected to anyone-- well, except for Haruka, of course. His voice is heavy with sentimental emotion as he says,

BIG RED: You've done me SO proud!

<@Ikari Shinji> Less is more and I don't mean less clothing!
<Mango-chan> Heh
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Mango-chan> Typical pervy Shinji.
<Furu> Heheh

Haruka starts. She deftly dodges a falling teardrop the size of a human body. It EXPLODES on the ground in a hiss of acidic steam. Nervously, Haruka asks,

<@Ikari Shinji> No, that was not typical pervy Shinji.
<Mango-chan> I know.
<@Ikari Shinji> Typical pervy Shinji would've demanded less clothing.
<@Ikari Shinji> :P
<Mango-chan> Does Typical Pervy Shinji prefer the fukus?

HARUKA: I have?

<Mango-chan> Ah, so typical.
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Ikari Shinji> Just Shinji wonders the whole fucking point of the fukus as a battle costume.

Haruka doesn't get it, that all she did was so bad and she could justify herself by making it worse.

<@Dr_Xadium> Well it makes kicks real easy

It makes even Big Red happy.

<@Ikari Shinji> Meh, baggy pants can do the same.
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka is somewhat clueless yes
<Furu> *has no complaints with fuku as battle costumes*
<Mango-chan> And Baggy pants would do well.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well I always thought of the miniskirts like the Roman minis
<Mango-chan> Baggy pants and a sports bra.
<@Ikari Shinji> The whole Senshi outfit was just a bit too flamboyant for me but I let it by 'cause of the story and characters.
<Mango-chan> That's what my friend used to wear in an RPG whenever she fought.
<@Dr_Xadium> Galaxia's was perfect
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Furu> Galaxia made that shit work
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah

The TEARS are falling fast and furious now, and Haruka has to do an amusing "hop-skip-jump" dance routine just to keep herself from being scalded by the red hot tears. 

<Mango-chan> Heh.

The raw, quivering, EMOTION coming from the weepy Big Red is farcically overdone.

<@Dr_Xadium> I always write sailor fuku as a kind of flexible body armor
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<@Ikari Shinji> I've noticed.
<Mango-chan> I found this part funny.
<Furu> Seems about right. I mean, they are magic after all
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Mango-chan> The hop skip jump gag
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<Furu> And they certainly take a lot of damage
<Mango-chan> It was amusing.
<@Ikari Shinji> Gotta love those old gags.
<Mango-chan> You wonder why the fukus get shorter throughout the series?
<@Ikari Shinji> Pure old school comedy.
<@Dr_Xadium> I can see Haruka doing that in my mind
<@Dr_Xadium> They do?
<Mango-chan> Because you never see them take damage, so the damage goes to the length of the skirt.
<@Ikari Shinji> And I love old school comedy.
<@Dr_Xadium> hahah
<Furu> I thought that was just wishful thinking on my part
<Mango-chan> Someone pointed that out to me a long time ago.
<@Dr_Xadium> actually you do see damage taken in a few eps
<@Dr_Xadium> episode 43
<Mango-chan> But when they transform again, the fuku isn't showing damage
<Furu> Yeah. *points to the SuperS movie, which is currently in the VCR*
<@Dr_Xadium> 106 and 7 I think
<Mango-chan> so they 'shorten'
<@Dr_Xadium> ahahah
<@Dr_Xadium> in my universe
<@Dr_Xadium> the fuku disperses on detransform
<@Dr_Xadium> and is recreated
<@Dr_Xadium> I've never had a reason to show this
<Furu> Old unwritten rule: any damage done in a transformation is un-done when the transformation ends
<@Ikari Shinji> I still wonder WHY they wore fukus.
<@Dr_Xadium> For example X would get Venus to give him the glove
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> At least that was the Animorphs/Gargoyle rule.
<@Dr_Xadium> her glove
<@Dr_Xadium> and she would detransform
<@Ikari Shinji> I mean, did the wear them back in the old times?
<@Ikari Shinji> I don't remember.
<@Dr_Xadium> the glcve would vanish
<@Dr_Xadium> yes they did Shinji
<@Ikari Shinji> ^they
<@Ikari Shinji> Ah, ok. Couldn't remember.
<@Dr_Xadium> Tux Mask even has a reason

BIG RED: You're truly a wretched hive of amoral, ruthless, self-centered scum and villainy unto yourself, a TRUE credit to my name!

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Gee what am I referencing there
<Furu> Star Wars reference, obviously.
<@Dr_Xadium> yup!
<Mango-chan> See, what'd I tell you?
<@Ikari Shinji> Obvious. :-)
<Furu> No self-respecting writer hasn't referenced that line at some point
<Mango-chan> She was so bad that it was obvious Big Red would just be so proud.

Haruka isn't too pleased with the verdict, but is too dumbstruck by the sight of a weepy Big Red to show her irritation. Instead, she numbly looks up and mutters

<@Ikari Shinji> I stated this else where previous but I loved the ROTS reference in the entry before this movie.
<@Dr_Xadium> X didn't ><
<Mango-chan> And she still doesn't get it...
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka is dense
<Mango-chan> yep.
<@Dr_Xadium> carbon neutronium dense
<@Ikari Shinji> Haruka is her own brand of dense.
<Furu> Heheheh
<@Ikari Shinji> Uranus dense.

HARUKA: Uhh... that's... really... good to know.

<@Ikari Shinji> And I never get tired of ass jokes that comes from her name.

With a paternal air, Big Red sniffles and replies BIG RED Stick with me, kid, and soon you'll be running this place...

<Mango-chan> Yep, and a monkey will fly out of my ass...
<Furu> eep eep
<@Ikari Shinji> You'll also be the new introduction to tentacle rape.
<Mango-chan> XD
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Mango-chan> Get out those school girl uniforms.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh

A string of words said together at really high speed (like those rapid-fire disclaimers at the end of car commercials on the radio) follows that sentence.

<@Dr_Xadium> UranskiWHO!?
<@Ikari Shinji> heh.

Haruka misses it at first, so shocked is she at what she has heard. But she catches on after a second.

<Mango-chan> heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Don't try to scam a scammer
<Furu> Also like those medicine commercials on teh TV
<Mango-chan> Yes, you never hear the disclaimer so when they say 'FREE CARS AT MODELS!' They then say really fast 'We don't sell cars at Models, don't bother'
<Mango-chan> But no dumb ass hears it.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> the radio ones are nuits
<@Dr_Xadium> no one can follow those
<Mango-chan> Gotta go to Moes.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> Maycauseinternalbleedinghalluincationserectionsmildbraindamageorlycanthropy
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> HAHAHAHAHA
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Maycauseyoutodieasickmindeddeathiftakingcorrectdose.

HARUKA: I... will? Wait. What's that really fast stuff you said?

<Furu> lol
<Mango-chan> She caught on!
<@Dr_Xadium> like I said

<@Dr_Xadium> Don't try to scam a scammer
<@Ikari Shinji> She's teh smart! Give her a cookie!
<@Ikari Shinji> Also, don't play a player.
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Mango-chan> Don't pimp a pimpsta'
<@Dr_Xadium> heheh

Big Red whistles, trying to feign ignorance, the huge goat leg that we can see rocks back and forth a little. 

BIG RED: I don't know what you mean.

<Mango-chan> Don't scam a scammer.
<Mango-chan> ...again.
<Furu> Don't fake the funk on a nasty dunk
<@Dr_Xadium> haha
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> And no, I have no idea what that means
<Mango-chan> Don't try to out-dance the dance meister.
<@Dr_Xadium> this is another clue it's Haruka's mind at play
<Furu> Just seemed to be the right thing to say.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> she's echoing herself

Haruka isn't buying it, a "gimme a break" look on her face.

<Mango-chan> This part just had one jingle ring through my mind
<Mango-chan> /sing Gimmie a break, gimmie a break, break me off a piece of that kit kat bar!
<@Dr_Xadium> hahah
<@Ikari Shinji> Dammit!
<@Ikari Shinji> Beat me to saying that!
<Furu> XD
<Mango-chan> XD
<Mango-chan> I am a fast typer, Shinjuku.
<@Ikari Shinji> That you are, Mango.

HARUKA: Spill.

Red sighs. He hates the ones that are actually devious enough to catch on. 

Muttering under his breath in the same kind of evasive way Haruka might if called on the carpet for something similar, he mutters

BIG RED: Oh that, just a little disclaimer. Heh.

<@Dr_Xadium> sure it is!
<Mango-chan> Yes, Disclaimer my ass.
<@Ikari Shinji> A little disclaimer, my ass!
<Mango-chan> I BEAT YOU AGAIN, SHINJUKU!
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahaha
<@Ikari Shinji> Yet again, we're on the same mind length.
<Mango-chan> Yep.
* @Ikari Shinji shakes his fist at Mango
* Mango-chan shakes her fist at Shinji.
<Furu> Great minds think alike

Haruka closes her eyes and shakes her head slightly, before opening them again and saying

<@Ikari Shinji> That they do.
<Mango-chan> Hell yeah.

HARUKA: (dimly) Uh-huh. So lemme hear it.

<Mango-chan> I don't think she wants to hear it.

Big Red sighs and slowly recites the disclaimer

BIG RED: * = prince of domination over the legions of hell includes your eternal soul, and consent to be the servile play-things of the hentai hellhounds of Abaddon, plus full assignment of all present and rights to the XXXX-rated videotapes of your denigration, debasement and demonically debauched defilement to Walled-Mart Corporation for sale to sick freaks in the seamy underground Japanese pornography industry.

<Furu> Whoo~. Haruka-san as a servile plaything. I'm totally behind that.
<@Ikari Shinji> Ohhhhh! Tentacles! Being filmed! Kinky!
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah but you know Haruka's revenge would be a baitch
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Mango-chan> This is so needed.
<Mango-chan> It outpwns Utena in Uraguay.
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn right.
<@Dr_Xadium> Uranus the Uberfiend
<@Ikari Shinji> Sounds kinky.
<Mango-chan> Heh.

Veins pop out in Haruka's forehead, and she balls up her fists in a "I KNEW IT" gesture. Exasperatedly, she yells

HARUKA: Screw that shit!

Irate that someone would DARE to mock his SWEET DEAL, Big Red yells back

BIG RED: YOU DARE REJECT MY OFFER OF DOMINION OVER HELL!?

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Poor Big Red
<Mango-chan> Yes. Defy Big Red.
<@Ikari Shinji> Defy him!
<@Ikari Shinji> Don't take off your shoes, then!
<Mango-chan> You can only do it when you take off your shoes and give him your socks.
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<@Ikari Shinji> All your socks are belong to me.
<Mango-chan> XD
<Furu> LOL

Haruka is now totally unafraid, more annoyed than anything else. She locks gazes with Big Red and rants

<@Dr_Xadium> I like ranty Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> heh

HARUKA: Dude, it's a blast furnace filled with melted rocks and fucked-up screaming people with sickass psychological hang-ups, it's like someone took my high school cafeteria, fused it with an AOL chat room and an Emo band! Who the fuck would want to run this shit?

<Furu> BEST. FUCKING. LINE. EVER.

Big Red's choking, sobs of grief can be heard. The anguish he feels at hearing his beloved domain described like this cuts him to the very quick. The raw emotions he feels come through as he manages to get out the next few lines in between bouts of weeping:

<Mango-chan> I've never heard of a Devil so emotional.
<@Dr_Xadium> he's metro-sexual
<Mango-chan> I figured
<@Ikari Shinji> Metro-sexual, kiddies. You're learning a new word today!

BIG RED: LOOK, YOU! IT TOOK AEONS TO CRAFT THIS LOOK! YOU WOUND ME, TEN'OU HARUKA! FINE, JERK! BURN HERE! BURN IN THE FIRE OF YOUR MANY SINS!

<Mango-chan> My social studies teacher was metro-sexual
<Mango-chan> It was so clear.
<Mango-chan> He watched the view.
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<Furu> Gah
<Mango-chan> Does Big Red watch the View?
<Furu> That's not metro-sexual.
<Furu> That's just dumb.
<@Dr_Xadium> LMAO
<@Ikari Shinji> No, he watches the Lifetime Movie Network.
<@Dr_Xadium> Where all bishounen are automatically evil
<Furu> lol
<Furu> ..you mean...they're not in general?
<Mango-chan> He gels his hair, and wore sparkily shirts when he would claim to go clubbing.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh

The giant goat leg suddenly vanishes in a burst of CGI flame. 

<@Ikari Shinji> Gotta love that CGI.
<Furu> Oooo~
<@Dr_Xadium> we have a budget 
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> Dazzlin'.
<Mango-chan> That's what covered for only the goat leg.
<@Ikari Shinji> George Lucas, thank you for ILM's technical advancement.
<Mango-chan> The CGI
<@Dr_Xadium> hundreds of Ethiopian peasants starves so we could have the leg burst into flames

Haruka does her best to shield herself from the flames, which, surprisingly don't burn her (although she reacts as if they should). 

<Furu> Yay!

Without the leg in the shot, Haruka's isolation becomes highly apparent. Haruka finds herself alone again, and ironically missing the big guy. At least he was someone to talk to. 

<@Dr_Xadium> Here Haruka has gotten herself alone

We stay on the wide shot for the next line, which Haruka mutters to herself as she walks across the blasted black outcrop, idly, having all the time in Hell.

<@Dr_Xadium> because she subconsciously expects to mess things up
<Mango-chan> Interesting use of words.
<Mango-chan> Heh.

HARUKA: Aww crap! The first day here and I piss off the boss.

<@Ikari Shinji> Only she would do something like that.
<Mango-chan> This is typical Haruka.
<Furu> So, deep down, Haruka's just as insecure as everyone else, if not more so?
<@Ikari Shinji> I would attempt to take the fucker out.
<@Dr_Xadium> yup
<@Dr_Xadium> to dinner?
<Mango-chan> This is showing her true side. What goes on in her mind.
<Mango-chan> XD
<Furu> lol
<@Ikari Shinji> No, to his dearth.
<@Ikari Shinji> Death, too.
<@Dr_Xadium> to his lack of?
<@Ikari Shinji> Dearth and death.
<@Dr_Xadium> ahh
<@Dr_Xadium> hheh
<Furu> A BATTLE TO THE DEARTH!
<@Ikari Shinji> But more of the latter.
<@Dr_Xadium> I find your dearth of death disturbing
<@Ikari Shinji> I thought you might.
<@Ikari Shinji> Dearth of death can disturb certain people.

Haruka looks around at the blasted, ruined, grotesque environment and sighs. The slight lowering of her head can barely be seen, since we are still zoomed out quite a ways. Haruka continues to mutter to herself.

HARUKA: I wonder if I'm going to be saddled with some kind of fucked-up ironic punishment, like being drowned in beer over and over, or forced to have all kinds of impossible, deviant adventures with hot women until it loses all meaning to me and I become jaded, bitter and cynical for all eternity, never again able to appreciate the pleasures of the flesh. 

<@Ikari Shinji> Meh.
<@Ikari Shinji> I'd NEVER become jaded!
<@Dr_Xadium> she's not wondering that too worriedly
<Mango-chan> Interesting idea Haruka has for punishment.
<Furu> Sounds good to me
<@Dr_Xadium> she's kinda sorta hoping
<Mango-chan> It shows that she manages to remain perverted in hell.
<Mango-chan> Which is funny.
<@Dr_Xadium> well if you're going to be a pervert
<@Dr_Xadium> it sure won't be in heaven
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> As long as you have your wits, you can be perverted in any situation.
<Mango-chan> Okay.
<Mango-chan> I don't want to put this part in
<Furu> Indeed
<Mango-chan> But when you see Michiru
<Mango-chan> We all know the part when Haruka and Michiru meet.
<Mango-chan> but...WHY the alien?
<@Dr_Xadium> because
<@Dr_Xadium> in season 2

MICHIRU: Haruka!

<@Dr_Xadium> when Haruka dies
<@Dr_Xadium> she meets an orion slave girl
<Mango-chan> Ah.
<@Dr_Xadium> it's a reference back
<Mango-chan> Back to before I was even in existence!
<@Dr_Xadium> plus she finds them hot
<Furu> LOL. That's right. Wow.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> Gotta love those Orion Slave Girls.
* Adam_Kanal sighs
<@Ikari Shinji> I'd tap it.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Mango-chan> Again, a hint to that this is in her mind.
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly

HARUKA: Yay for the ironic punishment of deviant adventures with hot women!

<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> no more need be said there LOL
 * Ikari Shinji celebrates the ironic punishment of deviant adventures with hot women!

MICHIRU: Who are you calling a deviant, Haruka?!

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> "yay for [insert term here]" is a pretty popular thing now and days
<Mango-chan> This is what Shinji would want.
<@Dr_Xadium> Stole it from Shinji or Yai
<@Ikari Shinji> I would 'cause I'd think Michi would be rather kinky.
<Mango-chan> For her part, Haruka totally fails to spot the danger signs (which is hardly surprising) and opens her arms wide.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yaijin and I are quotable.
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka == Dense
<@Dr_Xadium> I didn't take the whole line
<Mango-chan> I'm bringing that up because I want to bring up Haruka's denseness
<Mango-chan> XP
<Mango-chan> heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> just "yay for..."
<@Ikari Shinji> Like I said, we're quite quotable!

HARUKA: Nobody, honey! Say... That's a nice mattress... it looks pretty firm. Shall we... test it?

<@Ikari Shinji> Yay for someone using out yay!
<@Dr_Xadium> Usually in SS until very recently

Haruka waggles her eyebrows, COMPLETELY ignoring the increasing shadow of black rage that is beginning to cover Michiru's features. Blithely, she continues:

<@Dr_Xadium> I did not explore Haruka / Michiru at all
<Mango-chan> Again, Haruka's denseness.
<@Dr_Xadium> so this is sort of a start to balance that

HARUKA: If you're going to *punish* me, shouldn't we get started ASAP?

<Mango-chan> heh.
<Furu> XD
<Furu> She just does not know when to quit.

HARUKA: Dammit! What's the benefit of getting sent to Hell if shit goes down just like it does at home!?

<Mango-chan> Yep.
<@Dr_Xadium> I should have done a parody of Moons Punish you speech drat it
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> I may have to make a deleted scene 

MICHIRU (dangerously, dryly): You *did* ask to be punished.

<@Dr_Xadium> the beginning of Haruka getting the hell beat out of her this movie

Haruka shakes her head, the welt already vanishing, as she begins to rant again.

<Mango-chan> The typical gag where any wounds vanish in seconds.
<@Dr_Xadium> oh no
<@Dr_Xadium> it vanished because
<@Dr_Xadium> of the mind condition
<@Dr_Xadium> plus they are in hell
<Mango-chan> Ah.
<@Dr_Xadium> wounds don't last in hell so Haruka thinks
<@Dr_Xadium> (cf. DBZ)

HARUKA: Geez. This is my domestic life EXACTLY except the Air conditioning's broken and the neighbors are wailing in horrific pain instead of passionate heat!

<Furu> Another good line.

MICHIRU (incensed): Haruka! We got sent to hell, and all you can think about is *that*?!

<Mango-chan> yep.
<@Dr_Xadium> Yes Haruka has a way with words
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> In my opinion, some of the best lines in this movie are from Haruka and Jed.
<@Ikari Shinji> Jed was some great lines.
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah they spout off a lot
<Mango-chan> Jed is awesome.
<@Dr_Xadium> they have no limits
<@Dr_Xadium> unlike the others
<Mango-chan> It's just worth it, though.
<Furu> Jedite is great because of his whole Vegeta/Piccolo vibe.
<@Ikari Shinji> Mina's gag also rocks.
<@Dr_Xadium> Minako's crazy in her own way
<Furu> He just honestly doesn't give a fuck half of the time.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> like this movie
<@Dr_Xadium> he's SERIOUS

Haruka is so upset at the rebuff of her amorous intentions that she speaks without thinking, revealing something she will regret in precisely three seconds.

<@Dr_Xadium> he doesn't care
<Mango-chan> Heh.

HARUKA: Shut up, succubus! I'm ranting!

<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka = foot in mouth always
<Mango-chan> Again.
<Mango-chan> Yep
<Mango-chan> This just shows Haruka's dense stupidity.
<@Ikari Shinji> heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> that's like Saying "Haruka is Drunk" in SS
<@Dr_Xadium> it's more often than not

MICHIRU (livid): SUCCUBUS?!

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> lol
<Mango-chan> Yep, about to regret this.

HARUKA: Yeah, you'll lure me to your bed, have your way with me, then when I'm not looking you'll scoop out my eyeballs and rip out my spleen, my guts all over your face!

<@Ikari Shinji> Keep on taking, Haruka.
<Mango-chan> I love this description.
<Mango-chan> I really do.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well Haruka's seem a lot of horror flicks
<@Dr_Xadium> she knows the score
<Mango-chan> yep.

MICHIRU: Don't mention gouged out eyes, YOU INSENSITIVE MORON!

<Furu> Michiru is teh pissed
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah

Haruka stops, her blood running cold, and a chill passing over her. 

<@Dr_Xadium> she remembers the pain of it

She suddenly realizes that what stands before her is no succubus, no illusion, but the real Kaioh Michiru. Who is looking REALLY pissed. In a halting voice, Haruka begins

<Mango-chan> I'd assume.
<Mango-chan> I'd be pissed if someone brought that up.
<@Ikari Shinji> Master of the obvious, isn't she?
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> Yeah, it would be a sensitive subject
<@Dr_Xadium> warp speedo!

HARUKA: W..wait a sec... Michi? Is that... you, you?

<@Dr_Xadium> NO!
<@Dr_Xadium> Shokku!
<Mango-chan> Wow, she didn't just realize this?
<@Dr_Xadium> She thought it was ironic punishment division

MICHIRU (venom in her voice): Well who else did you think it would be?! Some "easy" demon?!

<Mango-chan> I know

HARUKA: But this is hell... fuck! Don't tell me my ironic punishment is being stuck here with YOU for eternity?!

<Furu> Hell seems to love those
<Mango-chan> That
<Mango-chan> Was
<Mango-chan> Stupid.
<@Ikari Shinji> Understatement.
<@Dr_Xadium> incredibly so
<Furu> Well, it is Haruka :p
<Mango-chan> Hell seems to also enjoy screwing up Haruka.
<@Dr_Xadium> no, that's just Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> screwing herself over

Haruka's eyes widen as she realizes just how deep in her mouth she just wedged her foot. 

<Mango-chan> True
<Mango-chan> And she finally realized it.
<@Dr_Xadium> yup
<@Dr_Xadium> but it takes her way too long

MICHIRU: OH, LIKE THAT WOULD BE SO BAD! When we fell against Galaxia, don't you remember what I said to you?!

<Mango-chan> Yeah, I know.
<Mango-chan> She's just strange.
<@Dr_Xadium> slow in that way
<Furu> "Open foot, insert mouth" all the damn time
<Furu> I MEAN...
<Furu> DAMN IT.
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah she doesn't think before talking
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL
<Mango-chan> Heh.

HARUKA: "I can endure anything with you... even being burned by the fires of hell..."

<@Ikari Shinji> Heheh.
<Mango-chan> Yep
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah I wanted to flash back to that scene
<@Dr_Xadium> it's key to why they are here together
<Mango-chan> This is actually romantic, and she manages to try to redeem herself.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> they both believed in their bond
<@Dr_Xadium> their friction is really superficial;

MICHIRU: And so I will...

<Mango-chan> Ture.
<Mango-chan> True*
<@Dr_Xadium> it's just played up because it's their private time
<@Dr_Xadium> away from the perfection field
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah I wanted to build their romance back again

HARUKA: Waitasec. This is *Hell* right...?

MICHIRU: It certainly looks like it.

*At this point, the group decided to, in order to speed up the proceedings, merely post bits and pieces of a scene and discuss that individually. We apologize for the format change, but just fucking deal with it. - Management.

12 INT. DINING ROOM OF HELL 12

The soundtrack switches to a refined harpsichord track as we QUICK PAN across of various demons and succubi dressed in refined, Victorian era clothes, sipping tea, passing plates with cakes on them, and getting rapped on their knuckles by Michiru, who is wielding a fearsome ruler.

MICHIRU: As I was JUST making things manageable

<@Dr_Xadium> Michiru had pacified hell
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<Mango-chan> It's amusing to picture all these sultry whorish succubi and incubi all...becoming classy.
<@Dr_Xadium> hence the sequence, heh
<@Dr_Xadium> only Michiru could do it
<Furu> And it's a testament to how terrifying Michiru is
<Adam_Kanal> It's like Britney Spears becoming civilized.
<@Dr_Xadium> or believe that she could
<Adam_Kanal> Ooops, did I say that?
<Mango-chan> HEh.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Mango-chan> We manage to take a million roues and make them...
<Mango-chan> refined!
<Mango-chan> delightfully tacky to unrefined.
<Mango-chan> XP

14 EXT. EVA NIGHTMARE BATTLEFIELD (NIGHT)

<Mango-chan> Hm.
<Mango-chan> I definitely raised an eyebrow.
<Furu> Honestly....
<Mango-chan> It reminded me of the smurf's parody of 'Back that Ass up.'
<@Dr_Xadium> never seen it
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, that smurf was fucking funny!
<Furu> I thought you had dropped a hit of LSD just prior to writing this
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahah
<@Dr_Xadium> well I was going for the surreal

HARUKA: What the hell!? A smurf with a .45 magnum?! That's fucking Hard Core!

<Furu> It's the only logical explanation I could come up with
<Mango-chan> Girl you look good, better BACK THAT ASS UP! 
<@Dr_Xadium> yes Haruka!
<Mango-chan> It's poppa smurf and the female smurf getting it on.
<Mango-chan> THAT'S Hardcore.
<@Dr_Xadium> smurfette is way too young for him!
<Furu> Gyah!
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Mango-chan> But it's hardcore and funny.
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, Poppa Smurf was TAPPING THAT ASS SENSELESS!
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> ..Well, she was the only female in the whole village
<Mango-chan> xD
<@Dr_Xadium> no
<@Dr_Xadium> they made more later
<@Ikari Shinji> He had first shot on that shit.
<Furu> Oh, they did?
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Mango-chan> But for now, the hardcore smurfs are the baker, who's clearly gay
<Furu> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> Gargamel realized thst intead of hunting those smurfs
<Mango-chan> And the hardcore smurf we have now.
<@Dr_Xadium> he could just MAKE MORE
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> of course they escaped
<Furu> Gargamel logic is great

HARDCORE SMURF: DIE PROPER, DUMASS!

<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Mango-chan> 'La la la la la la...Fuck that, let's get it on!"
<@Dr_Xadium> hahah
<Furu> Heheheh.
<@Ikari Shinji> One of the best quotes of the entire scripts.
<Furu> Honestly, I don't see any hints at all that he was Jedite.
<Mango-chan> That pwned Shinji?
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> there weren't supposed to be any
<Mango-chan> I could tell.
<Furu> I just thought you'd gone insane.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yeah, that whole revelation was teh shit.
<Mango-chan> Not really
<Mango-chan> but...
<@Dr_Xadium> except for one 
<Mango-chan> I thought I could tell.
<@Dr_Xadium> he called her Ten'ou
<Furu> ..Oooooo...
<Furu> Didn't catch that.

HARDCORE SMURF: If ya know what's good fer ya, Ten'ou, ye'll stay ded.

<@Dr_Xadium> then of course Haruka being too stupid to die
<Mango-chan> Heh, there.
<@Ikari Shinji> The flesh wound conversation was great.
<Adam_Kanal> *ponders*
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah that was a late addition

HARDCORE SMURF: I can't believe dis shit! Da fuckahs' too damn STUPID to die right!

<@Dr_Xadium> originally Haruka just got shot and killed
<Mango-chan> Oooh.
<Furu> Ah.
<@Dr_Xadium> then I just ripped the whole John Woo / HK
<@Dr_Xadium> operating execution style thing
<@Dr_Xadium> operatic
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> lol. Yeah, nice.
<@Ikari Shinji> I was just about to make a comment of that regard.

15 INT. HARUKA AND MICHIRU'S HELL 15

<Mango-chan> So Haruka comes back to hell
<@Dr_Xadium> DAMN! Haruka needs the preparation H!

HARUKA: Motherfucking smurf shot my ass in the head, then went all Rodney king AND Abner Louima on my ass.

<Furu> This is where I figured out that the smurf wasn't a one-shot gag, and I got suspicious.
<@Dr_Xadium> ahhh
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> als notice WHEN the smurf arrives
<Mango-chan> I started going wtf about the smurf.
<Mango-chan> Well...
<@Ikari Shinji> Gotta love the King and Louima references.
<Mango-chan> No, I already knew that.
<Furu> Of course, it being Jed wasn't the first thing that popped in my head.
<@Dr_Xadium> he always shows when they are about to make progress
<Furu> So he does.

She feels her butt, remembering some unpleasant experiences with the billy club.

<@Dr_Xadium> well jed was being damn clever
<Mango-chan> Heh
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<@Ikari Shinji> That line sounds so wrong and yet so kinky.
<@Dr_Xadium> no comment
<Mango-chan> That...is just wrong.
<@Dr_Xadium> aahaha
<Furu> For all of his ego, he's got pretty smart.
<Mango-chan> If it were actually Prince Uranus, we'd all be wondering...
<@Dr_Xadium> Suburban Senshi" where Innuendo is king
<Furu> And...yeah, that's fucked up right there
<Mango-chan> Hehe.
<@Dr_Xadium> Jedite is a general
<@Dr_Xadium> he has tactical sense
<@Dr_Xadium> and he wants to look out for #1
<@Dr_Xadium> so of course he goes undercover
<Mango-chan> Yep.

HARDCORE SMURF: Listen, ya embarassment ta evolution. Come wit me if ya wants ta live.

<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> Terminatah

HARUKA: Yo, Michi-- If you Choke a Smurf, what color does it turn?

<@Dr_Xadium> Moonstar contributed that joke
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> Reminds me of that old Cartoon Network commercial.
<Mango-chan> It turns...GREEN!
<Mango-chan> Then blows up.
<@Dr_Xadium> there was an episode where evil ones went purple
<Furu> "Why are the Smurfs blue?" "We're NOT! we're GREEN! Adjust your TV!"
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> ahh ok
<@Dr_Xadium> take care
<@Ikari Shinji> The Mary-Kate Olson references goes back to Haruka puking over finding her hot.
<Furu> Ah. Well, see ya then Adam
<@Ikari Shinji> See ya, Adam.
<Mango-chan> Peace, Adam.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah ir was a reference

The smurf gives Haruka the finger.

<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> You know you got gold if you read something like that.
<Mango-chan> Do they even have fingers?
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> four stubbly ones
<Mango-chan> I haven't seen the smurfs in years.
<@Ikari Shinji> Also that could be taken totally out of context.
<@Dr_Xadium> they have little tails too
<Mango-chan> So you'll have to pardon me
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> nor have I 
<Furu> What ARE they?
<@Dr_Xadium> and I'm super ancient
<Furu> a type of fairies?
<@Ikari Shinji> An acid trip dream.
<@Dr_Xadium> creates made out of clay
<Furu> Living plants?
<Furu> Really?
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Furu> Wow.
<@Dr_Xadium> I told you gargamel made some more
<@Dr_Xadium> so we got to see how
<Furu> Oooo.
<Furu> That's crazy.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah

The smurf wags his little stubby finger at them, clucking his tiny little tongue.

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> I just loved emphasizing his diminutive stature
<Furu> Heheh
<@Ikari Shinji> Love the threat with the bazooka.
<@Dr_Xadium> and of course it's hyper violent and carries big guns

HARUKA: Damn smartass smurf.

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> Little Persons Syndrome

MICHIRU: A smartass smurf... with a bazooka.

<@Dr_Xadium> hahahahaha
<@Dr_Xadium> overcompensation mich?
<@Dr_Xadium> much
<Furu> 'sactly.
<Mango-chan> Yes, Bazookas are awesome.
<Furu> anyhoo

16 REAL WORLD - EXT. HIKAWA SHRINE (DAY) 16

<Mango-chan> BACK TO FURU!
<@Dr_Xadium> lol
<Furu> Heh...
<@Ikari Shinji> This scene yet again shows how Furu wastes a perfect opportunity.
<@Ikari Shinji> He could be tapping that ass!
<@Dr_Xadium> not for long
<@Ikari Shinji> Yet he gets pulled along!
<Mango-chan> XD
<Mango-chan> Shinji just wants to tap ass.
<Furu> Oh, and like you never have been?
<@Ikari Shinji> What? Wasted opportunities?
* @Dr_Xadium sits back and watches with a sinister gleam in his eye
<Furu> dragged along.
<@Ikari Shinji> Of course! But only when I had no choice in the matter!
<Mango-chan> Like all the chicks who manage to just attack you instead of confessing their love?
<@Ikari Shinji> That's their way of showing their love to me.
<@Dr_Xadium> Like the Kill Bill Japanese poster says
<@Dr_Xadium> "Kill is Love"
<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> so anyway
<Mango-chan> Yep, and trying to kill you, Shinji, is love?
<@Dr_Xadium> furu has been dumped
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<Furu> Yay~.
<@Ikari Shinji> Don't you know actions of violence is obviously signs of affection?
<Mango-chan> Furu has been dumped.
<Mango-chan> Let's celebrate.
<@Dr_Xadium> and surfer shinto man arrives!
<Furu> And Yuuichiro appears.
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn scruffy looking bastard! Get a hair cut!
<Sailor Io> Fuck off, green spandex.
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha\
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> Later, sweety.
<@Ikari Shinji> We can get kinky then.
<Furu> Damn Shinto hippies
<@Ikari Shinji> And for your info, I don't wear spandex.
<@Ikari Shinji> This is a uniform.
Sailor Io sends a wave of moulten lava toward Shinji, "Bastard"
<Mango-chan> Anyway...
<Mango-chan> The shinto must suffer!
<@Dr_Xadium> yes~
@Ikari Shinji blocks any such attempt with his power ring and gives a kissy face back at Io
<Furu> Poor dudes WORSE than me.
<@Dr_Xadium> well he has Hino looking over his back
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> Grandpa Hino...
<@Ikari Shinji> He's wise.
<Mango-chan> He has to go and sit with her at an ICE CREAM PARLOR, DUDE
<Mango-chan> Oh
<Mango-chan> And the crone.

MISS DREAM: NO, NO, YOU HEAR THE SIREN SONG OF LUUURVE!

<@Dr_Xadium> yaijin!
<Mango-chan> Lurve.
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> Like I said previous, Yaijin is quotable.
<@Dr_Xadium> wow

GRANDPA HINO: Oh Kami-sama, where is my "hot mama"?

<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> hino and happosai
<@Dr_Xadium> in a love triangle 

GRANDPA HINO: Young man! I COMMAND YOU to take this _kawaii_ young lady out on the town!

<@Dr_Xadium> to get away from cologne
<@Ikari Shinji> Wise words, old man.
<@Dr_Xadium> I write Hino like in the anime
<@Dr_Xadium> but give him more power
<@Dr_Xadium> he kicked some ass in SMR
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> True dat.
<Mango-chan> Very wise.
<@Dr_Xadium> so I make him more like Happosai
<@Dr_Xadium> in terms of fighting power
<@Dr_Xadium> but I have not shown this yet
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> The anime took such a MINOR character in the manga and made him so cool
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Ikari Shinji> That happens at times.
<Mango-chan> Hino's pretty cool
<@Ikari Shinji> Hina is teh shit.
<Mango-chan> Though I think Tomoe is cooler.
<@Ikari Shinji> Hino, too.
<@Dr_Xadium> Tomoe is the best
<@Dr_Xadium> I love his character
<Furu> Yeah. He's great.
<Furu> A true mad scientist.
<@Dr_Xadium> He's the most unique of all the villains I think
<Furu> Well, he's the only real non-magical one
<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Mango-chan> I agree.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Ikari Shinji> You don't see many of those.
<@Dr_Xadium> and his whole attitude is cooler
* Mango-chan is actually writing him as one of the key characters in her current fanfic
<@Dr_Xadium> "I WANT TO BILL THE SAILOR SENSHI" 
<Mango-chan> Yeah.
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Ikari Shinji> Hehehe.
<Furu> Heheh
<@Dr_Xadium> makes me wish I had more of him in this fic
<@Dr_Xadium> but I wanted the other sub senshi to come to terms
<@Ikari Shinji> Write a story JUST about him!
<@Dr_Xadium> Tomoe is, ironically, pretty stable
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Mango-chan> Yeah.
<Mango-chan> He is stable, but there's just madness with methods.
<@Dr_Xadium> true

MISS DREAM: YES, TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MY RIPE BOUNTIES, YUUI-KUN!

<Furu> *nosebleeds*
<Mango-chan> @_@
<Mango-chan> Wow.
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn skippy.
<Mango-chan> What a whore.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> A whore after my own heart!
<Furu> Indeed
<Mango-chan> Shinji, you shoud've been in this.
<Mango-chan> But alas.
<@Dr_Xadium> no because then there would be no comedy
<Mango-chan> Best that you weren't
<Mango-chan> True.
<@Dr_Xadium> just a rocking ring construct tent
<@Ikari Shinji> LOL!
<Mango-chan> XD
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> Vader: You know this to be true

17 BLACK SCREEN 17

<@Ikari Shinji> [Luke] YESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS... err...
<@Dr_Xadium> I'm BLIND! Oh wait the screen is black
<Furu> LOL
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> Did Asuka blind-fold me again?
<@Dr_Xadium> and I am blind because I can't type
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<@Ikari Shinji> She can extremely kinky at times.
<Mango-chan> She blindfolded you and managed to tie you down and do a chibiusa to her father.
<Mango-chan> on you
<@Dr_Xadium> Another clue this a dream
<@Dr_Xadium> Minako beats the SV game
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> that game is defined in the manga as being unbeatable
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Mango-chan> So her mind had her beat it
<Mango-chan> and she won.
<Furu> Is it a bad sign that you can't beat a game based off your own alter ego?
<@Dr_Xadium> although it could be taken as final symbolism
<@Ikari Shinji> hehe.
<@Dr_Xadium> that she beat the "Game endless"
<@Dr_Xadium> endless
<@Dr_Xadium> Artemis programmed ti to not be beatable
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> it always increased in complexity
<Furu> Ah
<Mango-chan> The game popped out of his ass.
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<Mango-chan> so it's immediately unbeatable
<@Dr_Xadium> no it didint'
<Furu> lol
<Mango-chan> BECAUSE WHO WOULD WANT TO TOUCH THE SAILOR V GAME
<Mango-chan> I know.
<@Dr_Xadium> the tools to make it did
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahahaha
<@Ikari Shinji> That ass is so versitile!
<@Dr_Xadium> ew from Craftsman: the sears Versa-ass
<@Ikari Shinji> I've never seen such a useful ass in my life!
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> So, where does Luna pull her stuff from...
<Mango-chan> Shinji wants to tap that ass.

18 INT. MINAKO'S HEAVEN 18

<@Ikari Shinji> Shinji would not tap Arty's ass for he's not gay and he'd be afraid to ram it into something that's up there.
<@Ikari Shinji> Like some new phone or something.
<@Dr_Xadium> wow the black screen so took a long time to do LOL
<Furu> I know! I thought it'd be like 5 seconds!
<Furu> But nooo :P
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> I love the Arty Minako byplay here
<Mango-chan> We had to stretch it out.
<Furu> Anyway, this whole scene is cuter than hell
<@Dr_Xadium> Cute?
<Mango-chan> Eating pizza
<@Dr_Xadium> ahh yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Mango-chan> In a fluffy room.
<Mango-chan> Just a little Minako heaven.
<Mango-chan> It's so cute.
<@Dr_Xadium> yup
<Mango-chan> And then Artemis comes in out of nowhere.
<Mango-chan> And it's even better heaven for Minako.
<@Dr_Xadium> well she was thinking of him
<Furu> Again, many more hints that there's more to this than meets teh eye
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Ikari Shinji> I love the whole "down there" running gag.
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahaha
<Furu> *is sued by Optimus Prime*

ARTEMIS: WHY DO YOU THINK EVERYONE ENDS UP DOWN THERE

<Mango-chan> Because Minako is just a goddess
<@Dr_Xadium> of that there is no question!

ARTEMIS: Thank... you?! THANK *YOU*?! There's NO WAY you got here by being pure!

<@Dr_Xadium> reference to SMS
<Furu> Heheheheh

ARTEMIS: You're the most scheming, devious, cunning and manipulative girl I've ever met! You'll do anything to meet your goals!

<@Dr_Xadium> this is true
<Mango-chan> The end justifies the means.
<Furu> Artemis is just great in this scene
<@Dr_Xadium> although he was being harsh about it
<@Dr_Xadium> Well sort of 
<Mango-chan> But the white cat who ends up having limes on his head, he speaks the truth and common sense!
<@Dr_Xadium> but more Like Mina will push whatever envelope she has to 
<@Dr_Xadium> she's not amoral like Haruka
<@Ikari Shinji> I loved the interaction between those two.

MINAKO: You know, Three boys, always together, shunning their female fans! People were calling them the "backseat boys!"

<@Dr_Xadium> yeah I tried to go for the Sailor V dynamic
<Mango-chan> XD

ARTEMIS: "Backstreet"... err, never mind, that's worse.

<Furu> I really should read Sailor V.

ARTEMIS: You're the one who kept hitting on "guys" who turned out to be girls! Haruka, Yaten, ring a bell?

<@Dr_Xadium> It's great fun
<Furu> *prepares to be beaten by Dr. X for not having done so*
<@Dr_Xadium> bah I only finished it this year
<@Dr_Xadium> got it from Shinji or something
<@Ikari Shinji> Yeah.
<Furu> Shinji! Lemme have it!
<@Dr_Xadium> And yes the shots at all the SM cross-dressers
* Mango-chan is going to have to read it soon.
<@Ikari Shinji> You were bringing up Mina's past stuff and I mentioned the hitting on guys who end up being girls.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> leading to the whole "ask kami-sama" bit
<Mango-chan> yep.
<Mango-chan> I was expecting Dende or something for this
<@Ikari Shinji> Heh.
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> I thought about it
<Mango-chan> Because I didn't think the smurf was 'god'
<@Dr_Xadium> which he wasn't of course

ARTEMIS: Somehow I don't think heaven is a giant pink room filled with plushies, arcade games, manga, anime DVDs and snacks.

<@Dr_Xadium> but Jedite is not like Ray Stanz
<@Ikari Shinji> Except for the color of the room, I'd have to disagree with Arty.
<@Dr_Xadium> if you ask him if he is a god
<@Dr_Xadium> he will say YES
<Furu> Again, I ask: Do people in the DBZ world yell out Dende's name during sex?
<Furu> :p
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> they never got the memo
<@Dr_Xadium> so probably not

MINAKO: X-chan... moh... I guess he went...

<@Dr_Xadium> hehe

ARTEMIS: WHY DO YOU KEEP THINKING EVERYONE GOES DOWN THERE?!

<Mango-chan> Heh.

MINAKO: But with such a young, beautiful, pure, innocent wife, surely my tender love has purified him...

<Mango-chan> And then X returns!
<@Dr_Xadium> It was never written in but Xadium went to a white void

ARTEMIS: And they said *I* was nuts.

<@Dr_Xadium> from whence he was recalled
<Mango-chan> Wow

see DOCTOR XADIUM sprawled in the wreckage, a gold halo over his head, twitching and spasming as small sparks rain down on his head.

<Furu> Ppp.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yay!
<Furu> Ooo.^
<@Dr_Xadium> since Time Lords don't' have an afterlife mythos
<Mango-chan> I would've gone insane
<Mango-chan> Ah.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah never sneak up on Mina
<@Dr_Xadium> in the movies
<Furu> Bleh. The idea of not having an afterlife scares me.
<@Dr_Xadium> she's always slamming people
<@Ikari Shinji> Doesn't scare me a bit.
<Mango-chan> Same here, Furu.
<@Dr_Xadium> who sneak up on her
<Mango-chan> But let's not talk about that.
<Mango-chan> and that's true.

XADIUM: What? No... there's... something in my eye.

<Mango-chan> (about Minako)
<@Dr_Xadium> there was!
<Mango-chan> Ah, every guy mustn't cry.
<@Dr_Xadium> an excess of aqueous humour!
<Furu> mmmhm. Right.
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Ikari Shinji> Xadium is a manly man.
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<Mango-chan> He can protect his wife easy.
<@Ikari Shinji> A manly intellectual man.
<Mango-chan> And he turns into a chicken when he looks at others.
<@Dr_Xadium> ><
<Furu> XD
<@Ikari Shinji> Arty fortunately fixed that.
<@Ikari Shinji> Eh, Chicken Boo?
<Furu> There will be plenty of time to discuss that gag later
<@Dr_Xadium> My thought is if you're going to self insert for heaven's sake don't god mode
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> so I tend to put Xadium out of action as much as possible
<@Dr_Xadium> only reason he did ANTYTHING
<Mango-chan> You tend to make him a pity party.
<@Dr_Xadium> was because the other scientist, Tomoe
<@Dr_Xadium> was not around
<@Dr_Xadium> well I didn't want that either
<@Dr_Xadium> but in this plot situation
<Mango-chan> I know.
<@Dr_Xadium> he kinda had to act like that
<Mango-chan> Yep, it makes sense, though.

MINAKO: Eh?! You're upset that you're here with your WIFE?!

<@Dr_Xadium> otherwise he'd be like rei.bot and just not be there
<Furu> Yeah, it fits in this case.

ARTEMIS: If he was smart, he would be...

<Furu> Lol
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Artemis has a more neutral view of Minako hehe
<Furu> I always liked Arty so much better than Luna.

MINAKO: You're not a fighter or anything! Why did you go out there?! Why didn't you listen to me?! Remember the Golden Rule!!

<@Dr_Xadium> Me too
<@Dr_Xadium> Artemis is COOL

XADIUM: "Do Unto others...?"

<Mango-chan> I love this rule.

MINAKO: "Always listen to Minako-sama!"

<Mango-chan> I really do.
<@Ikari Shinji> Arty is teh shit.
<@Dr_Xadium> Xadium finds it difficult at times hehe
<Furu> He's got a great sarcastic sense of humor
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Mango-chan> 'Screw everything else, listen to Minako!'

XADIUM: Actually, sweetheart, my last thoughts weren't of you.

MINAKO: Oh my god, you *are* a geek, aren't you?! You were thinking of Halo 2 or something, right? Your last thought, not of your devoted, sexy young wife, doomed to be a widow, but of a computer game... So tragic!!

<@Dr_Xadium> leading to my next not so subtle reference
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Ikari Shinji> Yeah, the closing of the eyes and all of that.
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Ikari Shinji> The next hint that they weren't dead.
<Furu> Heheheh
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> well I meant Halo
<Furu> Yeah, this scene is chock full of them.
<@Dr_Xadium> but yes

MINAKO: Oh, so smart, Mr. Geek, but it didn't work... and you DIED.

<Mango-chan> Yep.
<Furu> Anyways, as I said, this whole scene is very cute
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> I like.
<@Ikari Shinji> I like a lot.
<@Dr_Xadium> I liked the Artemis and Mina bits
<Furu> The banter there was great.
<Mango-chan> It was amusing, the Artemis and Mina bits
<@Dr_Xadium> the byplay was something I tried to carry over from Sailor V
<@Dr_Xadium> The anime didn't have enough
<@Dr_Xadium> The Xadium bit with the machine was
<@Ikari Shinji> The anime, however, had those strange season subtitles.
<@Dr_Xadium> from the fact that Mina always beats up anyone who sneaks up on her and touches her
<@Dr_Xadium> remember the R movie?
<@Ikari Shinji> "R," "S," "SuperS," and "Stars."
<Mango-chan> Yep...though refresh my memory on the movie
<@Dr_Xadium> zombie grabbed her leg
<Furu> Sadly....never seen it
<@Dr_Xadium> she flipped herself and him over hard
<Furu> ...There are ZOMBIES in the R movie? Cool.
<@Dr_Xadium> in the live action manager touched her
<@Ikari Shinji> I ponder they pulled those names out of the same ass where the animators got the "Z" from when they made Dragonball.
<@Dr_Xadium> she put him through a wall
<@Dr_Xadium> Z has been used on a lot of shows
<@Dr_Xadium> R too
<@Dr_Xadium> anyway
<Furu> Z Gundam :P
* @Ikari Shinji mourns the poor clowns
<Furu> Yeah. The whole anti-death-meditation trance actually lost me for a bit, gotta admit
<Mango-chan> Aaah, now I remember
<@Dr_Xadium> ahh
<@Dr_Xadium> Well see
<Furu> I was going over old Brady Bunch episodes in my head at some point
<@Dr_Xadium> Xadium has been shown to be able to slip into comas
<@Dr_Xadium> so his plan was
<@Dr_Xadium> get in a coma
<@Dr_Xadium> then his brain wouldn't know he had been killed
<@Dr_Xadium> ok
<@Dr_Xadium> so he'd slip out of the coma later
<Adam_Kanal> Perfect.
<@Dr_Xadium> naturally
<@Dr_Xadium> and wake up
<Furu> Again, blatant hints that they aren't really dead, but I think it was pretty obvious at this point
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah

MINAKO: But wait, if you did go *there*, and now you're *here*... only Kami sama could...

<@Dr_Xadium> ehh
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> dammit I'm not supposed to think about things to talk about
<@Dr_Xadium> haha
<@Ikari Shinji> Xadium, being around Mina has purified you!

HARUKA: Holy shit... I mean... shit.. err... sorry, umm... Kami... sir...

<@Ikari Shinji> Bless her holiness!
<Furu> I liked that line
<@Dr_Xadium> I'yeah I figured Haruka would get into that mess
<@Ikari Shinji> Also give praise to Kami-Smurf-Sama!
<Furu> In front of God, you wanna watch your mouth
* @Dr_Xadium praises Mina
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly!
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, God and I would have a word or two about some shit.
<@Dr_Xadium> Shinji: GOD I WANT TO HAVE A WORD WITH YOU ABOUT SOME SHIT
<@Dr_Xadium> god: (gets out the book of shit)
<Adam_Kanal> I always pictured God being a woman.
<Furu> LOL
* @Dr_Xadium refrains from making Goddess Venus statements
<@Ikari Shinji> If God is a woman... then she would be heavenly.
<Adam_Kanal> Thanks to an Ellen DeGeneres stand up.
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL Shinji
<@Ikari Shinji> Then I would hit on her.
<Adam_Kanal> Then, you'd be sent to purgatory.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> It'd damn be worth it if I could get a sweet word or two from the big boss herself.
<Adam_Kanal> If you're Cath-o-lic.
<Furu> LOL. The Boss is God.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> Anyway, if there's nothing else, we'll move on to the next scene!
<@Ikari Shinji> :-)
<Adam_Kanal> Wewt.

19 REAL WORLD - INT. CLOTHING STORE 19

<@Dr_Xadium> ahh the store
<Furu> Poor, poor Yuuichiro
<@Ikari Shinji> Yet again... I would be totally tapping Dream Girl's ass.
<Furu> I got off LIGHT.
<@Dr_Xadium> that dilemma is true
<@Ikari Shinji> We'd be doing it in the changing room!
<@Dr_Xadium> yay for Shinji
<Furu> Gah.
<@Ikari Shinji> There's nothing like the danger of being caught to get you all horny.
<Furu> One of my favorite lines:
<Adam_Kanal> Go-Go would so slap you right now. Then make out with you.
<@Ikari Shinji> I'd then ask for a threesome.

YUUICHIRO: (quietly) Must... master... Zen control... master... hormones... think of Rei san... and the sacred flame... used to light me on fire if she ever finds out about this...

<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Yuuichiro fears rei
<Furu> Who DOESN'T?
<@Dr_Xadium> in sub. senshi time-line she likes him
<@Dr_Xadium> but she is still mum about it
<@Dr_Xadium> just forward enough to hurt him for looking at others
<Furu> Heheh
<@Ikari Shinji> How... kinky.
<@Ikari Shinji> I would totally be hitting that miko's sweet ass, too.
<Adam_Kanal> quite.
<Furu> *looks in the gutter and pokes Ikari's mind with a stick*
<@Ikari Shinji shakes his fist at Yuuichiro
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn pussy!

20 BLACK SCREEN 20

* @Dr_Xadium notes this is probably the closest to a visual sex scene ever done in sub senshi
<Furu> Aw Jesus. Here we go.
<@Dr_Xadium> well what happens later in the scene
<@Ikari Shinji> Just a hint of things to come.
<Adam_Kanal> Whoa.
<Furu> LOL!
<Furu> Anyhoo, I was greatly disturbed throughout this whole section right here
<Furu> but in a fun way
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah I worried about that scene going too far
<@Dr_Xadium> but said what the hell
<@Dr_Xadium> it was rated R anyway
<@Dr_Xadium> plus Chibiusa is hard to understand
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, it was kinky! People getting it on while a voyeur was around!
<@Ikari Shinji> We STILL didn't get to see if Usagi got back, though.
<@Ikari Shinji> You promised me!
<Furu> I sensed some echoes of the Misato/Kaji hawt secks scene in EoE here
<@Dr_Xadium> te gel-coated blur lens shows all
<@Dr_Xadium> a bit yeah
<@Ikari Shinji> Will it be a mystery that shall go on for the rest of my life?
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> until the day comes when I write a fic where that question is answered about Mina (never) You shall never know
<Furu> Yes. You will DIE not knowing.
<@Ikari Shinji> [Luke] NEVER!
<@Dr_Xadium> DIE, DIE! 
<@Dr_Xadium> The, The!
* @Ikari Shinji begins a long and epic lightsaber duel

KING ENDYMION: (O.S.) Oh, baby... my sugar... baaayby...

<@Dr_Xadium> reference to the Sugar Baybee Rap
<@Dr_Xadium> by the Dub VA
<Furu> lol.
<Furu> I did not catch that
<@Dr_Xadium> which is also the inspiration for Chibi's handle .`~SugaBB_2999~`.
<@Ikari Shinji> Hehe.

CHIBIUSA: Its wurd tho, hiz lattle alaphant was biggar den i remembared...

<@Dr_Xadium> little Elephant from SMS I think
<Furu> Heheh. Poor Setsuna. Really.

Chibiusa GAWKS at Setsuna, who keeps on musing, oblivious to the look of shock / respect in the young girl's perverse eyes.

<@Dr_Xadium> Happosai lite
<@Ikari Shinji> YAY!
<@Dr_Xadium> and of course the smurf comes in to break her thoughts
<@Dr_Xadium> by now the pattern of it should be obvious to anyone
<@Dr_Xadium> (that royal rod stuff traumatized ME to write heh)
<Furu> XD
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn that smurf!
<Furu> But you pulled it off regardless
* @Dr_Xadium notes there will never be A Suburban Senshi H heh
<@Dr_Xadium> never mind Chibiusa's goals
<Furu> Good. >_<
<@Ikari Shinji> Be glad that you did not write about the manly rod of the Evangelion pilot Ikari Shinji for you would be both honored and envious of such a thing.

SETSUNA: Mine, apparently, but... it's Small Lady's heaven, as you can see. 

XADIUM: I am trying not to, thank you.

<@Dr_Xadium> as the line says, exactly. 
* @Dr_Xadium notes Xadium is something of a Hypocrite
<Furu> Heh. No kiddin'? :P
<@Ikari Shinji> Hypocracy runs in all of us.
<@Dr_Xadium> considering what he and Mina put Hotaru through all the time heh
<@Ikari Shinji> Those who deny it is lying.
<@Dr_Xadium> Shinji: Or being HYPOCRITCAL
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> Hehe. :-)

MINAKO: What kind of Smurf God kills people?!

ARTEMIS: And with a handgun?! Couldn't you just smite them, or something?

<@Ikari Shinji> The kind that comes from the Old Testament!
<@Dr_Xadium> HAHAHAHA
<@Ikari Shinji> Rain down that sulfur!
<@Dr_Xadium> Clint Eastwood in "Oh God, Part 9: DIRTY HARRY: JUDGEMENTDAY" 
<@Ikari Shinji> Smite the sinners who would dare go against your vision, Smurf God!
<@Dr_Xadium> Where he gets to be god and goes all old testament on their ass!
<Furu> LOL
<@Ikari Shinji> Dirty Harry was a bad mofo.
<@Dr_Xadium> damn straight

MINAKO: Chibiusa-chan! She said "get off him," not "get off on him!!

<Furu> "Do you feel lucky, Sodom?..Well...DO YA?"
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL

Michiru, one the other hand, seems strangely at ease, considering her refined, aloof demeanor. She giggles elegantly.

<@Dr_Xadium> This should tell you about Michi
<Furu> Heheh. Indeed.
<@Dr_Xadium> Chang li: "But what if all the old Doujin are true" 
<@Ikari Shinji> LOL!
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, Michi is a freak!
<@Ikari Shinji> It's obvious to me!
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> lol
<Furu> Michi's a lot of things, but prude doesn't seem to be one of them
<Furu> That's Hotaru's role
<@Dr_Xadium> Michiru just plays at Prudishness
<@Dr_Xadium> when it suits her
<@Ikari Shinji> HAH.
<@Ikari Shinji> Some totally unintentional on your part, too.
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> hmm
<Furu> I love how Artemis figures out that the smurf is Jed
<@Dr_Xadium> So what did you all think
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah I was going there
* Adam_Kanal passes out
<@Dr_Xadium> reactions?
<@Ikari Shinji> Very nice.
<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> what did you think when you realized
<@Dr_Xadium> WHO he was
<Furu> The timing there was great.
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, the whole revelation totally got me.
<Furu> I did not see it coming.
<@Ikari Shinji> I mean, the evidence was there.
<Furu> Maybe I SHOULD of
<Furu> But I didn't
<@Ikari Shinji> But I didn't see it.
<@Dr_Xadium> Not really
<@Dr_Xadium> there was only one real clue
<@Ikari Shinji> Like I said, the evidence was there.
<@Dr_Xadium> he called Haruka Ten'ou
<@Ikari Shinji> I've been able to deduce mysteries with far fewer scraps of info.
<Furu> Well, he also called Chibi Usa "Spore"
<@Ikari Shinji> Yet the whole Smurf = Jedite thing slip past me.
<@Dr_Xadium> Ahh yes
<@Dr_Xadium> that's true
<Furu> I think it was so hard to catch because....well...
<Furu> It's Jedite as a fucking Smurf
<Furu> NO ONE expects that
<@Dr_Xadium> LMFAO
<@Dr_Xadium> well to the point
<@Ikari Shinji> LOL!
<@Dr_Xadium> he didn't want anyone to
<Furu> Yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> I knew it would come as a shock heh
<@Dr_Xadium> It's probably the one thing I knew people would not guess
<Furu> It was obvious he was trying to keep everyone from figuring things outr
<@Dr_Xadium> but I stayed true to my promise
<@Dr_Xadium> he never got involved physically
<@Dr_Xadium> not really
<@Ikari Shinji> You fooled me and credit must be given to do such a thing.
<@Ikari Shinji> Especially since it's rare for that to happen.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh thanks
<Furu> lol
<Furu> Ikari's being so modest
<@Ikari Shinji> It's not modesty when it's the truth.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well hmm
<@Ikari Shinji> Not many have been capable of tricking me in such a regard when it comes to anything I've been reading or watching or playing.
<@Dr_Xadium> I was uncertain how Jedite's exposition would work out
<@Ikari Shinji> I normally able to pick up on simple clues and calculate numerous possibilities of any outcome.
<@Dr_Xadium> exposition

JEDITE SMURF: I so wish I could wish the spore into a pile of boiling meat.

<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> Well come on
<@Dr_Xadium> isn't that EVERYONE's dream
<Furu> Hell Yes
<@Dr_Xadium> Now this part of the story
<@Dr_Xadium> I had to be careful with
<@Ikari Shinji> If she looked like Black Lady, no.
<@Dr_Xadium> because if you think about it
<@Ikari Shinji> I'd be tapping it senseless.
<@Dr_Xadium> it makes the conflict somewhat trivial
<@Dr_Xadium> as no one can really "die"
<Furu> ...Yeah, I could get behind Black Lady. I'd so be a minion there.
<@Dr_Xadium> So I tried to gloss over it
<@Dr_Xadium> Well there was one way for her to kill them
<@Dr_Xadium> if she killed herself
<@Dr_Xadium> with them in there
<@Dr_Xadium> that would be the end of it
<@Dr_Xadium> Which would have been her ultimate end
<Furu> but that'd be crazy, now that she's living it up and everything
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> well the sub senshi helped convince her otherwise
<@Dr_Xadium> as we'll see later

MINAKO: Smurf-sensei! Here! Here!

<@Dr_Xadium> hehehehe
<Furu> Heheheh. That's cute.
<@Dr_Xadium> yes I just had to have her do that
<@Ikari Shinji> heheh.

22 CLOSE UP SHOT OF HOTARU'S FOOT GETTING A PEDICURE 22

<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Dream's got priorities. 
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn right she does!
<@Ikari Shinji> Get her nails done, kill the Inner Senshi, and get some hard salami!
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> Such goals is admirable to have!
<@Ikari Shinji> I raise my fist in support to her!
<Furu> (notes that it's basically just us right now. What happened to Mango?)

23 INT. CRYSTAL PALACE BDSM BASEMENT 23

<Furu> Indeed
<@Dr_Xadium> now Jedite's line about psychology
<@Dr_Xadium> was to cover his knowing everything about everything
<@Dr_Xadium> I needed some way to get all that into the plot
<@Ikari Shinji> When you've seen something so many times, it tends to burn a place in your memory and I watched the Star Wars Trilogy numerous times as a child.
<Furu> Ah.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yay for Jedite!
<@Dr_Xadium> the reason this movie is so long is it's damn talky
<Furu> XD
<Furu> Much like EoE!
<@Ikari Shinji> EoE was...
<@Dr_Xadium> EoE's trippiness makes up for it
<@Ikari Shinji> To put it best, a fucking experience.
<Furu> Indeed
<Furu> LOL. I *LOVE* the fact that Jed's basically bailing them out because Haruka owes him money
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly
<@Dr_Xadium> Jed doesn't give a shit otherwise
<@Dr_Xadium> the man is not sappy. 
<@Ikari Shinji> Jedite is fucking hard-core.
<@Ikari Shinji> Your life is in danger? Doesn't fucking matter! You owe me money, bitch!
<@Ikari Shinji> And you'll stay alive until you pay me then I don't care!
<Furu> It's borderline obsessive
<Furu> Like that paperboy in that one 80's romantic comedy
<Furu> "I want my two dollars!"
<@Dr_Xadium> EXACTLY
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> People
<@Dr_Xadium> Jed would follow them to hell. 
<@Dr_Xadium> For the money. 
<Furu> Was what the bet was on ever really covered? My memory's on the fritz.
<@Ikari Shinji> Gotta respect a man with principles.
<@Dr_Xadium> no
<@Dr_Xadium> I just figured they betted on something @ the budokai
<@Dr_Xadium> they say that mich
<Furu> Ah

JEDITE SMURF: Because it's not real, you moron. Oh, I'm just going to go down to the Kiwk-E-Mart and say "here you go Apu ,have some of my DREAM dollars in exchange for a Super Slurpie!"

<Furu> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> That eas a subconscios ref 
<@Dr_Xadium> to a real site that makes Antarctic dream dollars
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah

JEDITE SMURF: Your pants are an incredibly foul place even Shittenou won't go.

<@Dr_Xadium> PLOT HOLE
<@Dr_Xadium> COVERED!
<Furu> LOL
<@Ikari Shinji> Hehehe.
<Furu> with the MANHOLE OF COMEDY
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<@Dr_Xadium> indeed!
<Furu> More plot holes need to be covered with comedy
<@Dr_Xadium> I like scripts because it lets me say whay they think in a way even books don't cover
<@Dr_Xadium> like I can describe motives too
<@Dr_Xadium> in a way that doesn't need to be plot introduced
<@Dr_Xadium> like
<Furu> "Why can Gohan go SSJ in GT? It's a funny story involving a bananna peel, a statue, and a Catholic priest!"
<Furu> Yeah

24 INT - CLEAN ROOM 24

<Furu> I'm not even sure what THAT is
<@Dr_Xadium> well I just wanted to give it a name
<@Dr_Xadium> a clean room
<@Dr_Xadium> is a sanintary place
<@Dr_Xadium> sanitary
<@Dr_Xadium> usually dust ree
<@Dr_Xadium> FREE
<@Dr_Xadium> where they fab chips and thing
<@Dr_Xadium> I envisioned this as a clean white room
<@Dr_Xadium> like the Architect's place
<@Dr_Xadium> in the matrix
<@Dr_Xadium> crossed with a dentist's office
<@Ikari Shinji> CLEANINESS is close to GODLINESS... and we all know that God is a hot bitch.
<Furu> Not what I meant :P I meant "I'm not sure what I even like" but yeah, that explanation helps too.
<@Dr_Xadium> o
<Furu> Yay for miscommunication!
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> this was supposed to be the midpoint of the film
<@Dr_Xadium> hence Jedite says

JEDITE: And so now, here you all are-- all over again.

JEDITE: I SAID TO FUCKING LEARN!

<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> That to me was so long overdue.
<Furu> I loved that Jedite's the one smacking sense into Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> Well who else *could*
<Furu> Heh
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> it's ironic
<@Dr_Xadium> a Dark General
<@Dr_Xadium> but more than Jedite
<@Dr_Xadium> than that I mean
<@Dr_Xadium> Jedite is tired of the same old shit
<@Dr_Xadium> he wants Haruka to evolve
<@Dr_Xadium> as I'm sure the fans did
<@Dr_Xadium> the point of this film
<Furu> *has much more respect for Jed now, thanks to this*
<@Dr_Xadium> was to snap the characters
<@Dr_Xadium> out of their ruts
<@Dr_Xadium> from the past 2 years
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, Jed is bad ass.
<@Dr_Xadium> I see Jed and Haruka
<@Ikari Shinji> He was bad ass before and he still is now.

JEDITE: YOU'RE STILL TRYING TO KILL TOMOE! IT'S LIKE TRYING TO GET A WINO OFF STERNO!

<@Dr_Xadium> as Gibson and Glover
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka is like an addict for the backstabbing
<Furu> And Jedite's getting too old for this shit?
<@Dr_Xadium> hell yeah
<Furu> Heheh
<@Dr_Xadium> the bitch slapping 
<@Ikari Shinji> Jedite is such a Glover.
<@Dr_Xadium> was me as a fan
<@Dr_Xadium> taking it out on Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> for stars and S
<@Ikari Shinji> Haruka is an addict... and she needs her fix!
<Furu> I agree
<@Dr_Xadium> heheh

Michiru points to Hotaru coldly, not joking at all as she says 

MICHIRU: Then *you* kill her.

JEDITE: ARRGH! WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO EDUCATE YOU TWO?!

MINAKO: If they're like Setsuna-san, whips and chains and leather, I guess...

<@Dr_Xadium> HAHAHA
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Minako was a bit shocked

SETSUNA: YOU PEOPLE DON'T UNDERSTAND ME!

<@Dr_Xadium> by what she saw
<@Ikari Shinji> LOL!
<@Ikari Shinji> Setsuna is teh 10,000 year-old kinky time hag!
<@Dr_Xadium> Well unlike Chibi
<@Ikari Shinji> Lots of kink building up there.
<@Dr_Xadium> who is just a freak
<@Dr_Xadium> Poor Setsuna was saving herself
<@Dr_Xadium> for a man who loves her not at all
<@Dr_Xadium> and it's stressed her out
<Furu> To teh breaking point
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> But whens he snaps
<@Dr_Xadium> she
<@Dr_Xadium> her volcano of love will be unlike anything anyone has ever seen. 
<@Ikari Shinji> We all know that Mamoru and Setsuna is two sides of the same coin!
<@Dr_Xadium> that line from Michi I posted before
<@Dr_Xadium> that was a flashback to the fact she was the original ice queen
<@Dr_Xadium> if you pay attention to the anime
<@Dr_Xadium> SHE turned Haruka
<Furu> Way Back In The Day
<@Dr_Xadium> who then went further than her
<@Ikari Shinji> I remember that.
<@Ikari Shinji> The student surpassed the master.
<@Dr_Xadium> It's subtle
<@Dr_Xadium> but a nice touch on the anime's part
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka took to it almost violently

JEDITE: AND GET ON THE STICK LIKE A QUALIFIED PRO!

<@Dr_Xadium> that like
<@Dr_Xadium> line
<@Dr_Xadium> get your shit together and act like a pro
<@Dr_Xadium> was from pulp fiction
<Furu> I remember that!
<@Dr_Xadium> I think it was in the script but not the film
<@Dr_Xadium> or it made it in
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> I need to re-watch PF

SAILOR URANUS: I only get on the stick when Michi's involved.

<@Dr_Xadium> no comment needed
<Furu> "Does he look like a bitch?"
<Furu> Very.
<@Dr_Xadium> Sam Jackson is the best
<@Ikari Shinji> Hehehe.
<@Dr_Xadium> I want to see him
<@Ikari Shinji> 'DOES HE LOOK LIKE A BITCH?!"
<@Dr_Xadium> and Ice T in a shouting match
<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> They both have that WAY
<@Dr_Xadium> that takes profanity from being vulgar
<@Dr_Xadium> and into an art
<@Dr_Xadium> this whole movie was damn hormonal
<@Dr_Xadium> I didn't mean for it to be that way
<Furu> heheh.
<Furu> Issatso?
<@Dr_Xadium> but it just ended up that way
<@Dr_Xadium> welll think about it
<@Dr_Xadium> like the next scene heh
<Furu> Speak O' The Devil

25 REAL WORLD - EXT. STREET 25

<@Dr_Xadium> Well also because half the sub senshi have overactive libidos
<@Ikari Shinji> More wasted opportunities!
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn you, Yuu!
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> Yuu wants to LIVE
<Furu> "Half" may be an understatement
<@Dr_Xadium> hmm
<@Dr_Xadium> Artemis, Hotaru and rei.bot don't have it
<@Dr_Xadium> Xadium and Jedite moderately so
<@Dr_Xadium> Minako a little more
<@Ikari Shinji> rei.bot needs no libido!
<@Dr_Xadium> then Haruka Michiru
<@Ikari Shinji> She only needs MANGA!
<@Ikari Shinji> FEED HER HUNGER!
<@Dr_Xadium> and Elios
<@Dr_Xadium> and chibiusa
<Furu> Elios and Chibi-Usa are at the top of the list
<@Dr_Xadium> Tomoe is below Elios
<@Dr_Xadium> Setsuna is just PENT UP
<@Ikari Shinji> One Pervert To Rule Them All.
<@Dr_Xadium> Jedite talks big but doesn't go after those he doesn't really want
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> whereas Chibi goes for anything
<Furu> How very, very true
<@Dr_Xadium> Xadium of course would have none but is married to the goddess of love so some crops up
<@Dr_Xadium> Gah I can't believe I ranked them
<@Dr_Xadium> more extra value for commentary
<@Ikari Shinji> Hehehe.
<@Ikari Shinji> Now you know and knowing is half the battle...
<@Ikari Shinji> G.I. JOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE!

26 DREAMSCAPE - INT. CLEAN ROOM 26

* @Dr_Xadium wishes mango were here
<Furu> <_< Ditto
<@Ikari Shinji> Yub Yub, Commander Antilles.
<Furu> Right now, it's just the Original Three
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Dr_Xadium> see
<@Dr_Xadium> this movie is SO talky
<@Dr_Xadium> it's almost as bad as the special act
<@Dr_Xadium> they haven't DONE anything
<@Dr_Xadium> and it's half the film
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> but I felt this was an "event" 
<@Ikari Shinji> Meh!
<Furu> Hey, that's true
<@Dr_Xadium> which is why 
<Furu> Except there IS a plot here
<@Ikari Shinji> This was a great film.
<@Dr_Xadium> I explain
<@Dr_Xadium> what we are covering like
<@Dr_Xadium> Sailor Uranus and Jedite are still continuing their argument, which is the culmination of one of the major sticking points in Sub. Senshi continuity.
<@Dr_Xadium> that;s why I dwell on it
<@Dr_Xadium> but this movie is like star trek TMP
<@Ikari Shinji> You resolved things!
<@Dr_Xadium> they'd love to cut it down
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Ikari Shinji> You didn't do anything like Kojima and Anno!
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahaha
<@Dr_Xadium> I give answers dammit
<@Dr_Xadium> because I know how frustrating ti si
<Furu> amen
<@Dr_Xadium> not to get them
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn right.
<Furu> less Anno, more Tomino
<Furu> ....except not terminally depressed
<@Dr_Xadium> which is why I won't watch FMA
* @Ikari Shinji shakes his fist at LucasArts for the wait of KOTOR III
<@Dr_Xadium> I can't take depressing anime
<@Dr_Xadium> I get too attached
<@Dr_Xadium> which is why the Sub Senshi finale
<@Dr_Xadium> was hard for me
<@Dr_Xadium> they hated me
<@Dr_Xadium> but it hurt me more
<@Dr_Xadium> they = star-tachi
<@Ikari Shinji> Meh.
<@Ikari Shinji> I thought she was EXTREMELY over-acting.
<@Dr_Xadium> but I hated EOE's bleakness
<@Dr_Xadium> so I wanted to go there just once
<@Dr_Xadium> so I could REVERSE it. 
<Furu> I can't see how anyone can torture their own creations, real or otherwise, without feeling some guilt
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> hence why this movie is all about reversal. 
<@Ikari Shinji> I mean, the story wasn't even done but she, and few others, were already throwing judgment.
<@Dr_Xadium> well why
<@Dr_Xadium> to be fair
<@Dr_Xadium> I reacted badly to EOE too
<@Dr_Xadium> I wanted to beat up anno
<@Dr_Xadium> and since I was not clear 
<@Ikari Shinji> I was like "where do we go from here?" 'cause I wanted to see what was next and I knew there was going to be something.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> some people thought this was the end
<Furu> Yeah
<Furu> I didn't :P
<@Dr_Xadium> but I've already said
<@Dr_Xadium> the end will be
<Furu> I know you wouldn't pull that off
<@Dr_Xadium> a party. 
<@Dr_Xadium> A big-ass party. 
<Furu> Like the DBZ ending!
<@Ikari Shinji> Better to go out in celebration then in sadness.
<@Dr_Xadium> Exactly. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Everyone goes home happy. 
<@Dr_Xadium> You know
<@Ikari Shinji> I personally have mix feelings over Evangelion and it's ending.
<@Dr_Xadium> when I started sub senshi
<@Dr_Xadium> it was for me
<@Dr_Xadium> a little blog to vent 
<@Dr_Xadium> at first it was just opinions with no character to them
<@Dr_Xadium> then I hit on the IRC mode
<@Dr_Xadium> and it took off
<@Dr_Xadium> because it was so... immediate. 
<Furu> heheh
<@Dr_Xadium> and then it got big
<@Dr_Xadium> (for me anyway)
<@Dr_Xadium> hundreds of hits a day
<@Ikari Shinji> The best things normally do.
<@Dr_Xadium> then the chatbox. 
<@Dr_Xadium> and all of a sudden it wasn't just for me anymore
<@Dr_Xadium> and I got scared a bit
<@Dr_Xadium> to do things
<@Dr_Xadium> because I knew people were watching
<@Dr_Xadium> and that makes one tend to self censor. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Hell, the whole X & M thing was just something fun I wanted to do
<Furu> You have no idea how much respect I have for you for your work :P
<@Dr_Xadium> but I held off on it for ages
<@Dr_Xadium> but then I said...
<@Ikari Shinji> I second that, Furukin.
<@Dr_Xadium> fuck it. 
<@Dr_Xadium> I said if they hate it they don't have to read it
<@Dr_Xadium> it's for my fun and it's a little thing
<Furu> Hell, if I can entertain even a fraction of the people you do every day, I'd be happy.
<Furu> Amen.
<@Ikari Shinji> Ultimately that's the attitude that's needed.
<@Dr_Xadium> (so OK it took up a bit more room LOL)
<@Dr_Xadium> but I try to balance it
<@Dr_Xadium> and that's when I said I'll carry stuff how I want
<@Dr_Xadium> Like Haruka and Michi
<@Ikari Shinji> In the end, its your who's going to be either happy, proud, sad, or disappointed by your works.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> I always said
<@Dr_Xadium> I will stop when it ceases to be fun
<@Dr_Xadium> now Haruka and Michiru
<@Dr_Xadium> unlike X& M I don't want to give them a quick "Oh we love each other let's get married" thing. 
<@Ikari Shinji> You're working towards it, yes?
<@Dr_Xadium> because X is an outsider, so it had to be like that
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah. 
<@Dr_Xadium> By the time this commentary comes out it will have happened I guess
<@Dr_Xadium> so I will divulge it here. 
<@Dr_Xadium> H & M are both known icons
<@Dr_Xadium> fan faves
<@Dr_Xadium> not like rei.bot or X 
<@Dr_Xadium> so they have to be handled very carefully
<@Ikari Shinji> rei.bot owns j00!
<@Dr_Xadium> and some prudes are probably seething
<@Dr_Xadium> that they would even get married
<Furu> Indeed
<@Dr_Xadium> but
<@Dr_Xadium> I don't care. 
<@Dr_Xadium> this is not Sailor Moon anymore
<@Dr_Xadium> which was a large theme
<@Dr_Xadium> of the finale
<@Dr_Xadium> and the movie
<@Dr_Xadium> it was when things went off the rails from just being
<@Dr_Xadium> the private lives of the sailor moon crew
<@Dr_Xadium> to being the LIVES of the Suburban Senshi
<@Ikari Shinji> Beat me to saying that!
* @Ikari Shinji shakes his fist at Xadium
<@Dr_Xadium> Hell I'd even call it Shin Sailor Senshi (well NAh)
<@Ikari Shinji> Curse you, not-so-old man!
<@Dr_Xadium> because they aren't Sailors
<@Dr_Xadium> and now Jedite can use the term too. 
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> which was the point as well
<@Dr_Xadium> they're a new team
<@Dr_Xadium> and I will take it in new directions. 
<@Ikari Shinji> I am a Jedi... not like my father before me at all.
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka and Michiru will get married. 
<@Dr_Xadium> But their road will be interesting. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Because Haruka is not a storybook woman. 
<@Dr_Xadium> like Minako
<@Ikari Shinji> Yay for lesbian marriage and I say that for no perverted reasons at all for I support homosexual marriages!
<@Dr_Xadium> Depending on how hard I choose to be about it
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka might also be afraid of prejudice and blowback
<Furu> Haruka afraid of stuff like that?
<@Dr_Xadium> well not reallt
<@Dr_Xadium> but in the back of her mind. 
<@Dr_Xadium> because she's always been picked on
<@Dr_Xadium> like the racers
<@Dr_Xadium> who hated her
<@Dr_Xadium> she despises that
<@Dr_Xadium> handles it well
<@Dr_Xadium> but it makes her stress
<@Dr_Xadium> having to put up with it
<@Dr_Xadium> in the sense that ok it may not bother you
<@Dr_Xadium> but when everywhere you go
<@Dr_Xadium> you take shit
<Furu> Aah.
<@Dr_Xadium> after a while you want a place where you're not taking shit anymore
<@Ikari Shinji> Hmm.
<@Dr_Xadium> you just get... tired. 
<@Dr_Xadium> But she'd never admit it
<@Dr_Xadium> to herself. 
<@Dr_Xadium> She's comfy as shell right now. 
<@Dr_Xadium> hell
<@Dr_Xadium> Mina and X were always on the love love track for the full marriage
<@Dr_Xadium> but Haruka likes the status quo
<@Dr_Xadium> Michiru on the other hand... wants more, for her own peace of mind. 
<@Dr_Xadium> She doesn't doubt Haruka but she does. 
<@Dr_Xadium> She's afraid of driving Haruka away
<@Dr_Xadium> subconsciously
<@Dr_Xadium> it's all very subconscious
<Furu> Deeeeeep
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Dr_Xadium> ANYWAY
<@Dr_Xadium> enough rambling
<Furu> Right!
<Furu> Very interesting stuff
<@Ikari Shinji> Yuppers.
<Furu> Anyhoo:
<Furu> Coach Jedite was great
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah Ifigured we needed a tough ass coach
<Furu> Gotta love Jed's costume/disguise skillz
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah one of his best traits
<@Dr_Xadium> I need to use it more often
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka's leader stuff
<@Ikari Shinji> I wanna see Gangsta Thug Jedite!
<Furu> That's also something I noticed watching the anime
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, I LOVED the whole Haruka leader gag.
<@Dr_Xadium> and Mina / X's conversation were supposed to be side by side
<Furu> Jadeite had a disguise of the week thing going
<@Dr_Xadium> but the formatting messed it up
<@Dr_Xadium> YES he did
<@Dr_Xadium> One reason why I have him change a few times. 
<@Dr_Xadium> the leader thing
<@Dr_Xadium> was inspired by Asuka 
<@Dr_Xadium> her saying "leader" all the time
<@Dr_Xadium> plus
<Furu> Ahh
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka started the sub. senshi blog
<@Dr_Xadium> so she is the first one
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> That reminds me. Evangelion: After the End is one of the funniest things I've read/heard
<@Ikari Shinji> Eh?
<@Dr_Xadium> the radio play?
<@Ikari Shinji> Ahh, the radio drama?
<Furu> It's a radio drama that got fansubbed
<Furu> Yes
<Furu> The sentai bit along is pure gold
<@Dr_Xadium> I gave Shinji the video fansub of that
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<Furu> alone^
<@Dr_Xadium> it's HILAROUS
<@Ikari Shinji> How DARE they not give Shinji his deserved time!
<Furu> Kaworu: ...Songs are nice.
<@Dr_Xadium> I AM THE BLACK SPACE GOD
<Furu> LOL
<@Ikari Shinji> Fucking pricks!
<@Dr_Xadium> and Rei's rant
<@Ikari Shinji> It's always the quiet ones... like Hotaru!
<@Dr_Xadium> one day rei.bot will do that. 
<Furu> Oh God...PEN-PEN.
<@Dr_Xadium> YES
<@Dr_Xadium> PEN PEN
<@Ikari Shinji> PEN-2!
<Furu> "OH GOD!@AS
<Furu> "OH GOD! Asuka! SHUT HIM UP!"^
* Yaijinden wakes back up
<Yaijinden> bbq!
<@Ikari Shinji> bbq to you too!
<@Dr_Xadium> Hi Yai!
<Yaijinden> Hi back n stuff.
* Furu is distracted for a moment
<@Ikari Shinji> Furu is making sandwiches again.
<@Dr_Xadium> ><
<@Ikari Shinji> This time it's all about me.
<Furu> go to hell, Ikari.
<Furu> And for the last damn time, I'm not into guys!
<@Ikari Shinji> Dude, you were coming onto me!
<@Dr_Xadium> EWW
<@Dr_Xadium> Bukkake?
<Furu> Yeah, there.
<Furu> >_<
<Furu> GAH.
<@Ikari Shinji> HAH!
<Furu> I didn't so Dr. X was such a PERVERT!
<@Dr_Xadium> Chibiusa's perversity has stained us ALL
<@Ikari Shinji> This is the man who's behind the Spore.
<@Ikari Shinji> Of course he is!
<Yaijinden> There's a little spore in all of us.
<Furu> lol
<Furu> God, there's so many wrong things there
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> And if Furu has his way, there'll be some of me in him.
<@Ikari Shinji> Damn perv.

HARUKA: Dammit... the Senshi of Earth, no then we sound like that dork Tuxedo Mask...

<@Ikari Shinji> Making sandwiches while doing this and thinking naughty thoughts about me.
<Furu> Methinks Dr. X does not care for Tuxedo Kamen :P
<@Ikari Shinji> I never really was on the bandwagon about dissing Mamoru.
<@Dr_Xadium> Actually? You want the truth?
<@Ikari Shinji> Tell it!
<@Dr_Xadium> I have no problem with him
<Furu> I can handle the truth
<@Dr_Xadium> I see him like a Batman type
<@Ikari Shinji> His costume sucks, yes.
<Furu> Yay. Finally! People who don't.
<@Ikari Shinji> But I liked him.
<Yaijinden> His armor was totally sweet.
<@Dr_Xadium> who is overshadowed by the girls
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<@Dr_Xadium> his anime armor was the best
<@Dr_Xadium> that PGSM crap was pathetic
<@Dr_Xadium> see you can see how I feel about his character
<@Dr_Xadium> in my ealry fic
<Furu> but it was so whiiiiiiiite
<@Ikari Shinji> Although, if you ask me, the entire cast of Sailor Moon is extremely lacking in terms of costume design.
<@Dr_Xadium> where there were no senshi
<@Dr_Xadium> he became a badass
<@Ikari Shinji> Too gaudy.
<@Dr_Xadium> but when they showed up
<@Dr_Xadium> he powered down
<@Dr_Xadium> because of the plot
<Yaijinden> Bam! The girls are on stage kthxbye.
<@Ikari Shinji> We need like an Ultimate Sailor Moon or something.
<@Dr_Xadium> just how Haruka-tachi become perfect / imperfect
<Furu> I DO have issues about how totally ganked Tux was in the anime though
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Mamoru had neat powers in the manga
<@Dr_Xadium> psychometry
<@Dr_Xadium> healing
<Furu> Even had his own attack!
<@Dr_Xadium> with a dumb name,. but still
<@Dr_Xadium> But in Sub. Senshi
<Furu> Well, some of the Senshi attack names could use a little work too
<@Ikari Shinji> Another good example why we need Ultimate Sailor Moon!
<@Dr_Xadium> I go with the haters view
<@Dr_Xadium> because the Sub Senbshi are roigh
<@Ikari Shinji> Get Mark Millar to do it!
<@Dr_Xadium> rough
<@Dr_Xadium> especally haruka
<Furu> How true
<@Dr_Xadium> who feels herself to be very macho
<@Dr_Xadium> so SHE HAAATES him
<@Dr_Xadium> and Jed for obvious reasons
<@Dr_Xadium> (ex boss)
<Yaijinden> And they're buds, so they share the hate equally.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> well Jed got his revengeance
<@Dr_Xadium> so he's a bit more mellow
<Furu> Here's the $60,000 question for ya, Dr. X:
<@Dr_Xadium> ?
<Furu> How did you come up with the name?
<@Dr_Xadium> what name?
<Furu> Suburban Senshi
<@Dr_Xadium> Ok I needed something that associated with sailor moon but wasn't copyrighted. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Senshi was a word I wanted right away. 
<@Dr_Xadium> as it's generic
<@Dr_Xadium> then I started thinking about other words
<@Dr_Xadium> and well, when I wrote the episode 0 fic
<@Dr_Xadium> when it had no name
<@Dr_Xadium> it was them in a house
<@Dr_Xadium> being crazy... so I thought sitcom. 
<@Dr_Xadium> they lived in the city instead of their mansion
<@Dr_Xadium> in the suburbs
<@Dr_Xadium> so I did a google search
<@Dr_Xadium> no one was using Suburban Senshi
<@Dr_Xadium> (I forget the other variants I thought of)
<@Dr_Xadium> and so I went with it
<@Ikari Shinji> And the saga begins...
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Furu> brilliant!
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah the original plan
<@Dr_Xadium> was to never have them transform
<@Dr_Xadium> it would just be their home life
<@Dr_Xadium> solely
<@Dr_Xadium> but things changed
<@Dr_Xadium> by Budokai they were back to being Senshi too
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> which brings us to the crux of this scene
<Yaijinden> Never quite entirely in one frame or another.
<@Dr_Xadium> the first time *in continuity*
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> the first time *in continuity* that the phrase Suburban Senshi is used
<@Dr_Xadium> by them
<@Dr_Xadium> to apply to them
<@Dr_Xadium> before this it was always "Sailor Senshi" or outers and inners
<@Dr_Xadium> but this way they have a new name and people like Jed who are not "Sailors" can get involved
<Furu> So, it'll appear more as things go on?
<@Dr_Xadium> as I was telling the others, Yai, this marked the total divorce of sub Senshi from Sailor Moon. 
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<@Dr_Xadium> if they fight as a team
<@Dr_Xadium> they will call themselves that
<Yaijinden> Ooh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well... Haruka will force it on them one or two more times
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah... that's why it's such a big scene here. 
<Yaijinden> But after that it sticks. Memes infectious and all that.
<@Dr_Xadium> This way I can start to unfetter myself from the continuity. 
<@Ikari Shinji> Never fear for the Suburban Senshi is here!
<@Ikari Shinji> Except our leader is drunk.
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> Lik before people were saying, how can Luna and Artemis split, Diana needs to be born
<Furu> I like Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> but she HAS been born already
<Furu> Harkua's "election"^
<@Dr_Xadium> so a split can happen
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<Yaijinden> These people are totally back in time!
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka picks her spot well
<@Dr_Xadium> i,e. when no one is listening
<Furu> heheh
<Furu> So, does Xadium officially count as one of the SS?
<@Dr_Xadium> err
<@Dr_Xadium> that's a good question
<@Dr_Xadium> as I said before
<Yaijinden> He's a guest star, maybe?
<@Dr_Xadium> I was trepidatious about the whole self insertion thing even though
<@Dr_Xadium> I do this for my amusement
<@Ikari Shinji> He's Professor X!
<@Dr_Xadium> since it got so big. 
<@Ikari Shinji> To me, my X-Men!
<@Dr_Xadium> So my view is
<Furu> heehee...self insertion
<@Dr_Xadium> as Mina said, he married into the family
<Yaijinden> Yes, it IS as dirty as it sounds, folks.
<@Ikari Shinji> You do that a lot, don't you, Furu?
<@Ikari Shinji> ;-)
<@Dr_Xadium> but he's not a main player
<Furu> t(''t)
<@Dr_Xadium> I will never have him be that way
<@Dr_Xadium> the only reason he had such a large role here
<@Dr_Xadium> was because Tomoe was out. 
<@Dr_Xadium> and I split a lot of his lines with Setsuna. 
<@Dr_Xadium> I needed a scientist. 
<Furu> So a Science Man was needed
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> But I will have to toughen him up. 
<Yaijinden> You have to have SOMEONE with a big brain who isn't compulsively enigmatic. It's in the Sentai rules!
<Furu> beat me to it
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Xadium's role is to be around for people to mock and to occasionally gift tech. 
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<@Dr_Xadium> Xadium: Smart Brain Chief!
<@Ikari Shinji> heh.
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> (Gah, that's KingRanger's handle)
<@Dr_Xadium> anyway
<@Dr_Xadium> so I guess no, Xadium's not a regular
<@Dr_Xadium> but because of Mina he gets in guest shots
<@Dr_Xadium> cast shots rather
<@Dr_Xadium> ok moving on
<Yaijinden> Neeeext!

JEDITE: Sorry, you LOSERS, but I've done my good deed.

<Furu> Like that line
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah. It sums up Jed's whole purpose
<@Ikari Shinji> :-)
<@Dr_Xadium> he hates doing more than he has to. 
<@Dr_Xadium> He wanted his cash. 
<@Dr_Xadium> He's given them the info, and now he's out. 

JEDITE: That's it, Time Lord... let your ANGER be your guide... release your HAAATE... feel the POWER!

<@Dr_Xadium> Yaijin ref.
<@Ikari Shinji> hehehe.
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> anytime anyone says HAAATE
<@Dr_Xadium> that's a Yaijin ref. 
<Yaijinden> tee hee!
<Furu> This needs to be a drinking game
<Furu> Anytime there are any chatbox references
<@Dr_Xadium> I am too close to the material to write a sub senshi drinking game
<Furu> take a swig of something (Pepsi, in my case)
<Furu> lol
<Furu> I'M NOT
<Furu> ^_^
<@Dr_Xadium> I will post one if others do it
<@Dr_Xadium> heheh
<@Dr_Xadium> hahah Rocking TARDIS two shots
<Furu> lol
<Yaijinden> I can't think of where I picked that up, but any time I'm in a vaguely real-time chatty thing with role-playing elements I degenerate into a pleasant monger of hatey things.
<@Ikari Shinji> LOL!
<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahah
<@Ikari Shinji> And that's why I love you in a fashion you need not know.
<@Dr_Xadium> Well it works well
<Furu> "Vaguely real-time"
<Yaijinden> There're so many people with perky outlooks I feel obligated to bring a slice of reality!
<@Dr_Xadium> And we love you for it heh
<Yaijinden> And I do mean "perky." Mmm.
<Furu> *is rather perky outlook-ed*
<Furu> <_<
<Furu> Okay, MOVING ON

27 REAL WORLD - CU ON YUUICHIRO'S FACE 27

<@Ikari Shinji> Damn you, Yuu, for not being up in that Dream Girl's delicious pootang!
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah, I just figured it would be funny to put Dream in public in Lingerie
<@Dr_Xadium> as a play on anime where characters go out skimpily dressed
<@Dr_Xadium> and no one even pays attention
<Furu> *nosebleeds while reading scene again*
<Yaijinden> Mmm, stockings.
<@Dr_Xadium> *cough* GITS *cough*
<@Ikari Shinji> Nice example.
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> The 2nd season is better about that
<@Dr_Xadium> and it's gotten REAL cinematic
<@Dr_Xadium> anyway
<@Dr_Xadium> I figured Dream was the anti Hotaru
<@Dr_Xadium> like Hotaru's libido on max. 

MISS DREAM: BECAUSE IT MAKES ME THE OBJECT OF ATTENTION, MR. SEXY!

<@Ikari Shinji> Free that libido!
<@Dr_Xadium> Dream is like the ID
<@Ikari Shinji> Get it loose from the cage of prudeness.
<@Dr_Xadium> she does what people do for attention
<@Dr_Xadium> but is up front about it
<@Ikari Shinji> Shinji is more then willing to help!
<Yaijinden> Remove the (super) ego and you have that.
<@Dr_Xadium> She wears tight clothes and underwear
<@Dr_Xadium> stuff people do to look sexy
<Yaijinden> And is all about the boy of the moment.
<@Dr_Xadium> without neccesarilly wanting to admit it
<@Dr_Xadium> whereas she is the truth of it
<Yaijinden> Loose from the concerns of "what other people think!"
<@Dr_Xadium> no Yai, she's about the ice cream
<@Dr_Xadium> she's about playing the boy at the moment
<Yaijinden> And that.
<@Dr_Xadium> then the boy later
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> lol
<Furu> Anyway, next up:
<Yaijinden> That's it, I'm totally adding Xenogears-style random quotes to my things.

28 DREAMSCAPE - INT. CLEAN ROOM 28

<Furu> Dune reference!
<@Dr_Xadium> damn straight
<@Dr_Xadium> I love the Liotasny against fear. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Litany
<@Ikari Shinji> I LOVE Xenogears!
<@Ikari Shinji> Furu, another Xenogears fan!
<@Dr_Xadium> One of the most potent scenes in the first movie. 
<Furu> I've I had a nickel for every time I've heard that in my life....
<Furu> ...I could BUY AND SELL all three of you
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> the next scene 
<@Dr_Xadium> with the lingerie covered in ice cream

29 REAL WORLD - INT. CROWN FRUIT PARLOUR II 29

<@Ikari Shinji> Major HAWTNESS.
<@Dr_Xadium> is a parody of wrestling gimmick matches
<@Dr_Xadium> where the scantily clad women
<@Dr_Xadium> end up in mud
<@Dr_Xadium> or pumpkin pie
<@Dr_Xadium> or ice cream, etc
<@Dr_Xadium> ^scantily
<Furu> *more nosebleeding*
<Yaijinden> And some people are keenly interested in the outcome of this.
<Furu> That reminds me...need to rent Rumble Roses...
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<Furu> ...did I say that or just think it? Shit.
<Furu> <_<
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL
<Yaijinden> Sadly, slobbering your desserts all over things is not my idea of sexay.
<@Dr_Xadium> mine either actually
<@Dr_Xadium> but it is some people's
<@Dr_Xadium> so I lampoon it
<Furu> Uhhh....yeah, me neither. <<. >>.
<Furu> Nah, seriously, not really. :P
<@Dr_Xadium> If you look at it
<@Dr_Xadium> she's making a PIG of herself
<@Dr_Xadium> very unsexy
<@Dr_Xadium> but because of the clothes
<Yaijinden> Some people are blind to it!
<@Ikari Shinji> In the eyes of the beholder!
<@Dr_Xadium> and the ice cream landing where it does
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah

30 DREAMSCAPE - INT. CLEAN ROOM 30

<Furu> this is just funny
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> Minako + Hypno powers
<@Dr_Xadium> plus the price I long ago decided to pay for self inserting was
<Yaijinden> Your relatively standard hypnotism in the hands of someone who probably shouldn't have it suite.
<@Dr_Xadium> that unlike other authors who make themselves
<@Dr_Xadium> godly or studly
<@Dr_Xadium> I would, nay MUST
<@Dr_Xadium> either be marginalized or suffer. 
<@Dr_Xadium> and not in a noble suffering way. 
<Yaijinden> An acceptable idea.
<@Dr_Xadium> Not usually. 
<@Dr_Xadium> The noble suffering in the finale could not be helped
<@Dr_Xadium> everyone had to go out like that
<@Dr_Xadium> to highlight the anti sailor moon message
<@Dr_Xadium> i.e. love is a killer. 
<Yaijinden> It had to be very vivid so that there was absolutely no question that the old ways were not going to work.
<Furu> Yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> (That should be the tagline for that story)
<@Dr_Xadium> yes, Yai. 
<@Dr_Xadium> I set up the old ways to explicitly fail
<@Dr_Xadium> because everyone was SO confident
<@Dr_Xadium> that the senshi would win. 
<@Dr_Xadium> I wanted to show that in this neck of the woods
<Yaijinden> I was quite pleased to see that they didn't.
<@Dr_Xadium> the old Sailor Moon style was over
<@Dr_Xadium> At FIRST
<@Dr_Xadium> backtracking
<@Dr_Xadium> at first, Dream was never going to happen
<@Dr_Xadium> it was to be a comedy gag
<@Dr_Xadium> Hotaru has suppressed lust for Jedite
<Furu> Oh?
<@Dr_Xadium> and it multiple personalities out
<@Dr_Xadium> as you can see in the first few entries. 
<@Dr_Xadium> She kisses him
<Yaijinden> The whole smooch-slap routine.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<Yaijinden> GIVE ME YOUR BODY omgwtf why are you touching me!
<@Dr_Xadium> but then I decided, let's do a whodunit
<@Dr_Xadium> and killed Elios
<@Dr_Xadium> that was supposed to wrap up fast
<@Dr_Xadium> but then... it got more involved
<@Dr_Xadium> and I hit on using Miss Dream from the SeraMyu
<@Dr_Xadium> a weapon of Nephlenia
<@Dr_Xadium> I took the basic idea
<@Dr_Xadium> and worked it in
<Furu> Ah. So she's actually from somewhere?
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<@Dr_Xadium> but the backstory is different
<@Dr_Xadium> slightly
<@Dr_Xadium> So now Sub Senshi has borrowed from the Myus too
<@Dr_Xadium> Anyway, it got darker and darker
<@Dr_Xadium> at one point the senshi were still going to win
<@Dr_Xadium> but then I said no. 
<Yaijinden> *totally knows that phenomenon*
<@Dr_Xadium> I said this is the perfect chance to set the board to 0
<@Dr_Xadium> like in Blake's 7
<@Dr_Xadium> I can kill everyone off
<@Dr_Xadium> and bring back whoever I want
<@Dr_Xadium> I really thought about keeping Elios dead
<@Dr_Xadium> but I NEED a crude guy like him
<@Dr_Xadium> crude
<@Dr_Xadium> although right now he's not crude
<Yaijinden> At least terribly forthright.
<@Dr_Xadium> no... he's crude
<@Dr_Xadium> but yes he'll say stuff with no filter
<@Dr_Xadium> just whatever he wants
<Yaijinden> Unconcernedly forthright!
<@Dr_Xadium> Even Jedite is a little... tactful. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Right
<Furu> Key word: little
<@Dr_Xadium> I plan to show how Elios got turned the first time
<@Dr_Xadium> bu showing how he gets turned again
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> anyway
<@Dr_Xadium> moving on
<@Dr_Xadium> anything more in this scene?

MICHIRU: It's my turn to be "Frank", Haruka.

<@Dr_Xadium> - joke taken from a comic by Phant in
<@Dr_Xadium> alt binaries pictures sailor moon
<Yaijinden> *weighs looking vs. not looking*
<Furu> Chicken Xadium = Comedy Gold

She scoops him up and huggles him close to her chest like a plushie. CHICKEN XADIUM: (well-pleased) Clllluck... ^_^

<@Dr_Xadium> Sometimes it's just good to be author
<@Dr_Xadium> heh. 
<@Dr_Xadium> I actually did the whole chicken bit
<Yaijinden> Mmm.
<@Dr_Xadium> for the scene where Artemis
<@Dr_Xadium> walks in and Xadium is back to full size
<@Dr_Xadium> and gives him the LOOK
<@Dr_Xadium> and of course, in keeping with my rules
<@Dr_Xadium> the sub senshi just leave his ass behind
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> XD Ah
<Yaijinden> Because he can't just be turning into a chicken. That'd be inconvenient!
<@Dr_Xadium> Well actually

MINAKO: (dimly) We're going to die again, aren't we.

<@Dr_Xadium> his turning back was also done to reinforce the notion
<@Dr_Xadium> as yet unstated
<@Dr_Xadium> that the clean room
<@Dr_Xadium> is a place where illusion fails
<Yaijinden> Oooh.
<@Dr_Xadium> if you note, every time stuff happens there
<@Dr_Xadium> it doesn't work
<Yaijinden> This is true!
<@Dr_Xadium> Jedite was human there
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka's punch was weak
<Furu> ooooo
<@Dr_Xadium> (since she was relying on a dream idea)
<@Dr_Xadium> Xadium just turns back in shape
<@Dr_Xadium> (the mind was a different matter)
<@Dr_Xadium> so there were lots of clues
<@Dr_Xadium> Tomoe's mind rebuilt it according to the way he knew "reality" to be
<@Dr_Xadium> thank goodness he wasn't still insane
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> lol
<Furu> Anyway, next?
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Furu> We're almost done!
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<@Dr_Xadium> Had to have those Ranma guys. 
<Yaijinden> Endless desire!
<Furu> The Ranma 1/2 guys were a nice touch
<@Dr_Xadium> They are everywhere in that show
<@Dr_Xadium> this also was done to show
<@Dr_Xadium> that dream is getting more attached to reality
<@Dr_Xadium> to make her decision later make more sense
<@Dr_Xadium> She was never meant to react with the outside
<@Dr_Xadium> her job was to kill the senshi mentally
<Yaijinden> Stimulation junkie!
<@Dr_Xadium> then kill her host body by suicide
<@Dr_Xadium> EXACTLY
<@Dr_Xadium> but she got distracted
<@Dr_Xadium> and as Yai said
<@Dr_Xadium> became a stimulation junkie
<@Dr_Xadium> if all the senshi had been there (not just the sub senshi)
<@Dr_Xadium> and she not had to take a walk
<@Dr_Xadium> it may well have ended. 
<Furu> Geez.
<Yaijinden> It's the response of a nascent mind to the outside world. Confusion, acclimation, rooting.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<Furu> So, in this case, separation saved the Senshi.
<@Dr_Xadium> basically
<@Dr_Xadium> and hormones
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> again, an opposite version of the normal theme
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> Furu- that wasn't conscious by me
<@Dr_Xadium> but I guess it works
<@Dr_Xadium> in retrospect

RANDOM BOY #2 The "Real World"? Are we on MTV or something?

<@Dr_Xadium> ahh
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> obvious ref. 
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<@Dr_Xadium> also a play on how tawdry that show was

HARUKA: This is just like the Matrix, right? But with some Green Lantern shit thrown in.

<@Dr_Xadium> GL - Shinji
<Furu> XD
* @Dr_Xadium wonders if Shinji is still alive
* @Ikari Shinji is currently out of while and will be only making one-liners from the time being
<@Ikari Shinji> Although I would like to quickly state that I loved the Green Lantern reference.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> Of course/
<Furu> (shanks Ikari with a steak knife)
@Ikari Shinji is protected by his power ring and gives Furu the finger
<Yaijinden> Mind over Matter for the first, as they all discovered.
<@Dr_Xadium> Right
<@Dr_Xadium> no thanks to JEd
<@Dr_Xadium> until he wanted them to know
* @Dr_Xadium will not comment on where this came from
<@Dr_Xadium> those three lines
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Yaijinden> The three immediately following, da?
<@Dr_Xadium> NO COMMENT
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> o_o?
* @Dr_Xadium notes in rumsfledian style that there are those who know and those who will know when those who know let them know
<@Dr_Xadium> anyway
<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> Suffice it to say there is a ref there. 
<@Dr_Xadium> It's a familiar refrain. 
<Yaijinden> One that those of us in the chatbox may or may not immediately get. It's been broached in the past.
<@Dr_Xadium> yup
<Furu> *gets it now*
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> Heh
<Yaijinden> And after that, Neo is born again and he has guns. Lots of guns.
<Furu> Heheh
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
Mango-chan is now awake
<Mango-chan> SHIT
<Mango-chan> Sorry
<@Dr_Xadium> I love the Superman Neo from the Reloaded
<@Dr_Xadium> hey Mango
<@Dr_Xadium> you missed cool trivia
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Yaijinden> Gwee!
<Furu> XD
<Furu> Now, we just need Ikari to revive.
<Furu> :P
@Ikari Shinji will not revive now, thank you very much
<Furu> I've got one question:
<@Dr_Xadium> shoot Furu
<Furu> Except for the obvious answers (rei.bot and Hotaru), who's the strongest of the SS?
<@Dr_Xadium> hmm
<@Dr_Xadium> Jed is way way up there
<@Dr_Xadium> he's always training
<@Dr_Xadium> either him or Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> I'd say Jed
<Mango-chan> Indeed. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka is lazy. 
<@Dr_Xadium> They don't spar like they used to. 
<Mango-chan> Because she thinks sparring is sex
<Mango-chan> XP
<@Dr_Xadium> Well... heh
<Furu> Yeah, but Haruka has the supaa Kaio training
<Yaijinden> Haruka takes it in leaps and bounds Goku-style.
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah but Jed has gone to the edge of everywhere
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka also doesn't practice
<@Dr_Xadium> her idea of practice
<@Dr_Xadium> is trying to kill someone
<Furu> Heh.
<Furu> Of course, Dr. X, you could of copped out and said Jeruka
* Mango-chan is thinking of a question
<@Dr_Xadium> "it" is not a tegular
<@Dr_Xadium> regular
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> Mango there's no limit re: time
<@Dr_Xadium> you can ask whenever
<Mango-chan> Why does Setsuna never like sticking around?
<Yaijinden> Open poll: Sexiest Fusion.
<@Dr_Xadium> Her job is to be just like the anime her... shows up, does stuff, then leaves. Just here she does it to be annoying
<@Dr_Xadium> hmm
<Mango-chan> Ah.
* @Dr_Xadium refuses himself from that question
<@Dr_Xadium> I can't think of them that way
<Mango-chan> Oh! Where'd you get the luna/teddy ruxpin picture?
<Furu> Heh
<@Dr_Xadium> I made it
<Yaijinden> I vote Minako and Hotaru. Mmm.
@Ikari Shinji suggests Hotaru and rei.bot
<Mango-chan> It's quite amusing.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> Not for Arty
<Yaijinden> The universe hates Arty.
<Furu> *mumbles* Minako and Haruka
<Furu> He gets no respect
<@Dr_Xadium> Artemis is actually
<@Dr_Xadium> one of my faves
<Yaijinden> Pedro!
* Mango-chan nods.
<@Dr_Xadium> Menchi!
<Yaijinden> Noooooooooo!!
<Mango-chan> Artemis goes through all the bad stuff, but he's one of the cooler ones...
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
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<Furu> Super Cosplay Action!
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Yaijinden> Limited imagination. Dream's a program!
<@Dr_Xadium> hahah
<Furu> Anyhoo
<@Dr_Xadium> Setsuna as Xena, Warrior Princess (with Chakram in hand)
<Yaijinden> Also, Setsuna's wearing the Xena outfit from that one picture.
<@Dr_Xadium> as just gonn say that
<Yaijinden> (pwned!)
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<@Dr_Xadium> obvious matrix refs
<@Dr_Xadium> and looney tunes
<@Dr_Xadium> e.g. gravity
<Furu> heheh
<Mango-chan> That was fun.
<@Ikari Shinji> Still alive.
<@Dr_Xadium> the bit about the ceiling is an in joke ref to a book of mine I wrote
<@Dr_Xadium> hey Shinji
<@Ikari Shinji> Majorly tired, though.
<Mango-chan> I found Michiru's idea hilarious
<Mango-chan> well
<Furu> WB
<Mango-chan> her costume
<@Dr_Xadium> hahah a reference to her hacking of the site
<@Dr_Xadium> of the site
<Yaijinden> He ran into my knife. He ran into my knife TEN TIMES.
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> Death Wish 5!! - ref to my fave movie
<@Dr_Xadium> well 3 is my fave
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> 5 sucked
<Yaijinden> Good old malaprop.
<@Dr_Xadium> the old chest and nuts
<Yaijinden> Wish List!

PULL BACK to show that the spore has spraypainted "Mizz Dreem iz mai faking bich-meet" in obnoxiously large letters on the side of the cliff.

<@Dr_Xadium> as she might say
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah.... 
<@Dr_Xadium> oronde ref AND
<@Dr_Xadium> Chibiusa being herself
<Mango-chan> Yes.
<Yaijinden> Yay for bitch-meat!
<@Dr_Xadium> as well as an obscure subconscious ref to REd Draef
<Mango-chan> That was such Oronde reference
<@Dr_Xadium> Dwarf
<@Dr_Xadium> (the opening of the first 2 seasons)
<@Dr_Xadium> And of Course, Haruka's method of getting her attention
<Furu> LOL
<Furu> That. Was. Classic.
<Yaijinden> Urine of JUSTICE!
@Ikari Shinji celebrates the Urine of JUSTICE!
<@Dr_Xadium> not a conscious ref but I'm sure it was an influence
<Mango-chan> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> the next scene is just "airplane" style innuendo
<Yaijinden> "Lucky stiff" indeed.
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<@Dr_Xadium> as I said
<@Dr_Xadium> this movie pushed all the bounds
<@Dr_Xadium> way further than I usually do in the chats
<Furu> No kiddin'
<Mango-chan> No wonder it was rated R
<@Dr_Xadium> well
<@Dr_Xadium> the R was for language
<Mango-chan> I know
<@Dr_Xadium> but as I had it
<@Dr_Xadium> I decided why not cut loose as much as I do anyway
<Furu> Screw the line!
<Furu> (jumps over it)
<@Dr_Xadium> heh 
<@Dr_Xadium> well I don't do harder stuff
* Mango-chan whips out her eraser
<@Dr_Xadium> this was a comedy
<Yaijinden> Truly it was an edgy thing.
* Mango-chan DECIMATES THE LINE!
* Yaijinden dances on the grave of the fine line
<@Dr_Xadium> The Minako bit about Haruka doing it standing up
<@Dr_Xadium> is a ref to some show I've forgotten
<Mango-chan> Heh
<Furu> hee
<Yaijinden> A girl that can pee standing up is both intriguing and frightening. They had to LEARN how to do that.
* Mango-chan would like to note that this story isn't as bad as what her english teacher has written.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah, it's an implication
<Mango-chan> There's an actual cone that lets you pee and stand up now
<Mango-chan> I've yet to see it.

BRIDE MINAKO, XENA SETSUNA AND MICHIRU STEWART: (weakly) Yay.

<@Dr_Xadium> yeah they really have faith in "leader" (say it like Asuka!")
<Mango-chan> XD
<Mango-chan> I just saw that episode
<Yaijinden> Numba-wun leeda!
<Furu> Miss Dream pulls the Piccolo again
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Mango-chan> "I'm the leader here, not you!"
<@Dr_Xadium> Yes she does
<@Dr_Xadium> well it's her dream
<Furu> *never figured out why Piccolo never did that again*
<@Dr_Xadium> "leeedayo"
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> because Toriyama probably forgot
<@Dr_Xadium> hell
<@Dr_Xadium> he forgot Lunch
<@Dr_Xadium> for like HALF of DBZ
<@Dr_Xadium> the animators put her in
<@Dr_Xadium> as filler
<Mango-chan> Lunch?
<Mango-chan> The girl that sneezes?
<@Dr_Xadium> Miss Lunch
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Yaijinden> Ooh, Dream is having to deal with things outside her programming! Much follows.
<Mango-chan> she rocks.
<Furu> lol. That's true.
<@Dr_Xadium> he literally FORGOT about her
<@Dr_Xadium> he even said so
<Furu> She runs the Skill Shop in Budokai 3
<Mango-chan> I know
<@Dr_Xadium> no more Bulma?
<Furu> Dude forgot a TON of stuff
<Mango-chan> My brother has the game.
<Furu> Nope.
<Mango-chan> Bulma's too busy getting Nookie from Vegeta
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> lol
<Furu> Or Yamcha, depending on where you're at
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Annoyed as hell that her date was interrupted, and only marginally moreso that the senshi she thought were vanquished still lived
<Mango-chan> Yamcha never knocked her up and got her ass preggerz
<Furu> Hell, if you do it right, as I told Ikari, Yamcha's last boss is SSJ2 Vegeta, simply because Yamcha thinks Vegeta's been spreading rumors about losing Bulma to him
* @Ikari Shinji notes that the whole Vegeta/Bulma came out of nowhere and Toriyama just pulled it out of his ass since he had no idea what the hell to do after the Frieza saga
<@Dr_Xadium> Saiyan spermatazoa LAUGH at contraception!
<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> ahh mispasted
<@Dr_Xadium> the whole thing about Chibiusa
<Mango-chan> heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> is the shift
<Yaijinden> Smash! Wait why didn't that work?
<@Dr_Xadium> from Sailor Moon to SS
<@Dr_Xadium> because in the finale
<@Dr_Xadium> they were reacting as Moon might
<@Dr_Xadium> getting all upset
<@Dr_Xadium> in here
<@Dr_Xadium> when they know the score
<@Dr_Xadium> score
<@Dr_Xadium> they are more like *them*
<@Dr_Xadium> let her die

NEO HARUKA: Kill Her. We don't give a shit.

<Yaijinden> Was her mind weak? No! We shall overcome kthxbye.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> Well yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> I mean it would come down to that
<@Dr_Xadium> so I tried to make it funny
<Yaijinden> Respawn is just about the word you use to get a zing.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> for *ahem* various reasons
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Mango-chan> ....
* Mango-chan thinks
<Mango-chan> ...Where's Shinji?
<Yaijinden> Here and around.
<@Dr_Xadium> probably asleep
<Yaijinden> Here and around sleeping.
* Mango-chan could guess.
* @Ikari Shinji fucking agrees with Yaijinden
<Yaijinden> There are certain routines in the chatbox that, like earlier, will be recognizable.
<@Dr_Xadium> here and sleeping around,
<@Dr_Xadium> ?
* Mango-chan snickers at that.
<Mango-chan> At who the reference is going into.

MISS DREAM: YOU CAN'T HURT ME! IN THIS REALM I AM GOD! THE GODDESS OF FRIGHT! HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAH!

MISS DREAM: ...YOU'RE SHITTING ME!

<@Dr_Xadium> Ok
<@Dr_Xadium> when I first wrote this
<@Dr_Xadium> Dream was a serious girl
<@Dr_Xadium> this "you're shitting me" was the first line
<@Dr_Xadium> where she snapped
<@Dr_Xadium> but then I realized
<@Dr_Xadium> she was WAY Funnier this way
<@Dr_Xadium> and went back
<@Dr_Xadium> and rewrote all her stuff
<@Dr_Xadium> around that reaction
<Furu> Heheh
<@Dr_Xadium> and the persona that could generate it
<Yaijinden> Ice cream leotards!
<@Dr_Xadium> exactly
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> the whole script changed
<@Dr_Xadium> because of that one line. 
<Furu> Wow.
<Mango-chan> Heh.
<@Dr_Xadium> just be phonetically creative, heh
<Furu> Nice Filler Reference in the Artemis head beam, by the way.
<@Dr_Xadium> ahh thanks
* Mango-chan nods
<@Dr_Xadium> it acts like Luna's
<@Dr_Xadium> plus in the sub senshi lore
<@Dr_Xadium> it has other powers too
<@Dr_Xadium> because a cat is all thumbs
<@Dr_Xadium> so a grappler, repulsor beam is handy
<Furu> In R, I called it the Cop-Out Beam
<@Dr_Xadium> all puns intended
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahaha
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah really
* Mango-chan is dead
<Furu> o-o
<@Dr_Xadium> o...k...
* Mango-chan died from lack of soda and sleep
<Yaijinden> Cats do not have any thumbs!
<Yaijinden> Boggling!
<@Dr_Xadium> I have seen a cat with 6 toes
<Furu> Whoa
<Furu> freaky!
* Mango-chan  shall revive SOON!
<Yaijinden> Twistycats.
<@Dr_Xadium> it moved it like a prehensile thumb
<@Dr_Xadium> Hemingway had tons of those
<@Dr_Xadium> cats
<@Dr_Xadium> I guess next scene
<Yaijinden> Hemingway was alternately crazy and the bomb.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> very terse prose style
<@Dr_Xadium> taught me about pacing sentences
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<@Dr_Xadium> short for quick action
<@Dr_Xadium> long for ponderous uses
<@Dr_Xadium> pauses

The spore gets back up, her head flopping to one side. Using her stubby arms, Chibiusa GRABS her head and JERKS it back into place with a gross sounding CRACK.

<@Dr_Xadium> highlander 2 reference
<Yaijinden> Ooh, ooh, "Hours Later" was a reminder that things are going into comedic overkill!
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Yaijinden> And the no-sell which has become a staple of anyone who doesn't want to get involved in the grand shoot-outs in the chatbox.
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> Jedite's gift to the world
<@Dr_Xadium> and a ref to wrestling, but that's obvious
<Furu> and boy, are there shoot-outs
<Furu> *points to tonight*
<@Dr_Xadium> ohh yeah. 
<@Dr_Xadium> Felt good to lay down the law re: oronde again. 
<Yaijinden> Dream only continues to get more petulant!
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah
<Furu> That's why I'm trying to make out Furu to slowly becoming a fighter dude. Just for self defense.
<@Dr_Xadium> it's unstated but
<@Dr_Xadium> Tomoe's craziness
<@Dr_Xadium> is really taking over
<@Dr_Xadium> really
<@Dr_Xadium> had she not assimilated him
<@Dr_Xadium> she would probably have won
<Furu> Heh
<Furu> Teh Irony
<@Dr_Xadium> Furu: yeah, Minako is training X too. for the same damn chatbox reason
<@Dr_Xadium> Furu: Yes, the irony was deliberate
<Yaijinden> I'm simply glad I had one from the get-go.
<Yaijinden> I love my continuity.
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Dr_Xadium> I'm hampered because Xadium is effete
<@Dr_Xadium> it's the same reason he has trouble in the movie
<@Dr_Xadium> he's a geek
<Furu> Expect to see some Yamcha-esque stuff soon, just 'cause I like 'em.
<Furu> Hee. NERD.
<@Dr_Xadium> who happens to value life
<@Dr_Xadium> and so ir not even a weapons geeks
<@Dr_Xadium> is not even
<@Dr_Xadium> that's going to have to change
<@Dr_Xadium> typical chatbox fight
* @Dr_Xadium just realizes his pastes might not be getting thru
<Yaijinden> This is likely.
<@Dr_Xadium> ><
<Yaijinden> I have no idea what this is a comment on!
<Furu> Probably not.

MISS DREAM: YES! YOU DIED! DIE, DIE, DIE!

<Furu> lol

CHIBIUSA: I'm aliv, live, liv, liv!!1

MISS DREAM: BITCH! YOU'RE SUCH A PAIN IN THE ASS!

<Furu> Heh.
<Yaijinden> Sadly, also a reference to every cops and robbers game EVAR.
<Furu> True dat.
<Furu> Not me.
<@Dr_Xadium> Oh, yeah. 
<Furu> mine^
<Furu> I clubbed people with sticks
<@Dr_Xadium> HAHAHAA
<Furu> you KNEW when you were beat when I played
<@Dr_Xadium> because you were
<@Dr_Xadium> literally. 
<Furu> Exactly.
<Furu> I was a pretty violent kid.
* @Dr_Xadium nods

NEO HARUKA: You know, seeing a giant 50 foot 'Taru-chan with a foul fucking mouth fucking creeps me the fuck out.

<Yaijinden> That's why my brothers and I started using sticks jammed into bicycle handles to represent hits and misses in our little fake RPGs.
<Furu> Blame it on growing up in a White Trash Ghetto.
<@Dr_Xadium> Wow
<Furu> I agree totally with that line
* @Dr_Xadium was a docile kid
<Yaijinden> Profanity is the crutch of the inarticulate motherfucker!
* @Ikari Shinji motherfucking agrees!
<Furu> Shocking. :P
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL YAI
<@Dr_Xadium> LMFAO


MISS DREAM: THE DAMN ANDROID... I COULDN'T GET INTO HER DREAMS.... HOW FUCKING RUDE!

<@Dr_Xadium> did that come thru?
<Yaijinden> yesh
<@Dr_Xadium> this was the first clue
<@Dr_Xadium> as to rei.bot having the crystal
<Yaijinden> The thing I was totally harping on in the chatbox. Hee!
<@Dr_Xadium> of course it could have been read as her being that powerful
<@Dr_Xadium> yes
<@Dr_Xadium> you and solar
<@Dr_Xadium> were very close to the mark
<@Dr_Xadium> on many things
<@Dr_Xadium> the hardest thing
<@Dr_Xadium> was keeping people from messing with the senshi
<@Dr_Xadium> that's the peril of having them be in the chatbox
<Yaijinden> And rei.bot accomplished that rather nicely.
<@Dr_Xadium> but then again
<@Dr_Xadium> I never expected this plot to expand
<@Dr_Xadium> otherwise they'd have "left" the box
<@Dr_Xadium> beforehand
<@Dr_Xadium> thank goodness for rei.bot
<@Dr_Xadium> but a few of them tried to get round her
<Yaijinden> ooh, really?
<@Dr_Xadium> luckily I was paying attention
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah

NEO HARUKA: Dreamy, why the fuck are you so fucking foul?!

<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> that and dream's reply
<@Dr_Xadium> I just loved it
<@Dr_Xadium> I should have done more
<Yaijinden> Sometimes, y'know, fuck!
* @Ikari Shinji fucking knows
<@Dr_Xadium> about Dream being the

BRIDE MINAKO: I stopped being afraid about the time she called us "lamers"...

<@Dr_Xadium> amalgam of their quirks
<@Dr_Xadium> or hell ANYTHING about it
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Minako and the others finally began to play the game their way
<@Dr_Xadium> not the Takeuchi way
<Furu> lol

MISS DREAM: IT'S CALLED A DOUBLE STANDARD, BITCH! LIKE, DUH!

<Furu> THE TAKEUCHI WAY TO JAPAN
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL
<Furu> God Bless Idiots and their fucking Double Standards
<Yaijinden> Thanks, we're not fifteen anymore, we'll be sitting at the big girls' table now.

NEO HARUKA: Oh Yeah, "Miss Dream" just SCREAMS coool.

<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> Cut down on the Myu
<Furu> Too easy, almost
<@Dr_Xadium> that NEVER stops Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> and I used the prejudice about Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> to advantage. 
<Furu> heheh
<@Dr_Xadium> I guess next scene?
<Yaijinden> Neext!
<Furu> Yup!
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<Furu> Another EoE reference?
<@Dr_Xadium> not EOE
<Furu> okee
<Furu> Lotsa yelling here
<Furu> CAPS
<Furu> KAKAROT!
* @Ikari Shinji screams, "I AM THE PRINCES OF ALL SAYAINS ONCE AGAIN!" before laying back down
<Yaijinden> Screaming!
<Yaijinden> Ineffectual screaming, at that.
<Furu> Indeed
<Yaijinden> And name-calling.

HARUKA: Ahem... strangulating my adopted kid over here...

<Yaijinden> And then Haruka is all like feinting to the left!
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah I figured by now most people would realize Haruka was faking
<Furu> Yeah.
<@Dr_Xadium> because we resolved this before
<@Dr_Xadium> so I didn't play it totally seriously
<@Dr_Xadium> uhh.
<@Dr_Xadium> Yes. 
<Yaijinden> I'd thought it was part of a plan, but I personally wasn't SURE that Hotaru wasn't going to get it until Artemis sniffed some ketchup.
<@Dr_Xadium> Wow I kept Yai in suspense
<@Dr_Xadium> I'm impressed
<Yaijinden> I take NOTHING for granted.
<Furu> *was kept in suspenders. They itched!*
<@Dr_Xadium> thus you must be disappointed by the universe often

XADIUM: I always carry condiments, just in case.

<Yaijinden> Constantly. It's how I keep the hate flowing!
<@Dr_Xadium> caught that eh
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Yaijinden> I can see always carrying a towel, but bbq?
<@Dr_Xadium> well for one thing
<@Dr_Xadium> he's a time lord
<@Dr_Xadium> time lords are pack rats
<@Dr_Xadium> the interesting ones anyway
<@Dr_Xadium> and for another
<@Dr_Xadium> it's a pun
<Yaijinden> Oh. DUR.
<Yaijinden> I comprehend now.
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> yes, Minako is insatiable and scary!

CHIBIUSA: omg is si wining?! 

MINAKO: Yeah... she's... whining...

<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> Sailormoon had the over the top
<@Dr_Xadium> SUPER GRAVITAS villains
<@Dr_Xadium> we get the WHINERS
<@Dr_Xadium> that is intentional
<@Dr_Xadium> dysfunctional villains
<Furu> and appropriate.
<@Dr_Xadium> for the slightly dysfunctional senshi
<Yaijinden> Just because they're mildly crazy doesn't mean they can't kick your arse nine ways from Sunday.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> ALL Sets lines here
<@Dr_Xadium> were Xadium's
<@Dr_Xadium> and I recast them
<Furu> oooo.
<Yaijinden> Due to the "stay in the background" phenomenon again? Or because he was too busy wrestling Dream?
<Yaijinden> Or BOTH!
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> staying in the background
<@Dr_Xadium> X only has eyes for Mina
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> the backstory is she's the only one to ever capture his heart
<@Dr_Xadium> so he doesn't even regard other females
<@Dr_Xadium> anyway
<Yaijinden> As anything other than, y'know, females of the species.

Haruka lifts up Chibiusa and holds her up to Dream.

HARUKA: May I present to you the Spore?

<Yaijinden> Like SPIDERS!
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> Ahh Haruka heh

HARUKA: Spore - Miss Dumbass. Dumbass, The Spore. Hmm... so hard to tell the difference.

<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> subtle animal farm thing

CHIBIUSA: Faddar facker u bich! Gat it rite!

<@Dr_Xadium> She wishes. Oh wait. She got her wish ><
<Yaijinden> And it was everything she'd ever imagined. Sort of.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah...
* @Dr_Xadium has never bothered to note the inconsistency
<@Dr_Xadium> that Chibiusa is at most 11
<@Dr_Xadium> granted 11 year old *can*
<@Dr_Xadium> but
<@Dr_Xadium> ><
<Yaijinden> Unless she decides to polymorph to Black Lady, and then she immediately regresses as soon as someone makes eyes.
<@Dr_Xadium> well I think I'm establishing she can only do that
<@Dr_Xadium> under stress for defense. 
<@Dr_Xadium> not for libidinous purposes
<Yaijinden> How tragic!
<@Dr_Xadium> for the MAN
<@Dr_Xadium> for her
<Furu> THE MAN!
<@Dr_Xadium> she gets all the pleasure anyway
<Furu> Oh, not THE Man
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha

SETSUNA: Miss Dream-san? What... if we get out of your way.

<Furu> Redundancy!
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe
<@Dr_Xadium> Miss and san?
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> oops 
<@Dr_Xadium> I was going for
<Furu> heehee
<@Dr_Xadium> excessive politeness
<Furu> ah
<@Dr_Xadium> but yes it's wrong

HARUKA: Nhrrrrrrrrrrrrrgh! Urrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrgh! Huuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuugh!

<@Dr_Xadium> hahahah DBZ
<@Dr_Xadium> and just general toilet humour

HARUKA: Dude, if this was DBZ I'd have powered up to Super Saiya-jin 9 by now!

<Yaijinden> Poopy!
<Furu> lol
<Furu> ACTUAL QUOTE FROM FRIEND: "Sounds like Vegeta needs to visit the Hyperbolic Prune Chamber"
<@Dr_Xadium> HAHAHAHA
<@Dr_Xadium> Furu you know these scenes, you gave me the ideas
<@Dr_Xadium> I was totally uninspired for this
<@Dr_Xadium> except for the fact I wanted a filmstrip
<Furu> Yeah. Happy I could help.

As everyone watches in numb shock, clothes start flying out from behind the sofa, and the noises get more and more obnoxious as it becomes VERY CLEAR what's going on back there.

<@Dr_Xadium> Chatbox reference, Mina and X had NOTHING to do with it, no sir
<Yaijinden> Suuuuure.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> XD
<Furu> mmmhm.
<@Dr_Xadium> this is a rip from the blatant product placement in the Sailor Moon novels
<@Dr_Xadium> only the brands were changed
<Furu> LOL. Oh, I get that now!

FILMSTRIP REI.BOT: at. your. command.

<@Dr_Xadium> Oldschool Cylons. 
<Furu> I'm surprised you didn't make her like Rosie from the Jetsons
<@Dr_Xadium> forgot about rosie to tell the truth
<@Dr_Xadium> was thinking of cylons
<Furu> Ah
* @Dr_Xadium even worked in a fisting joke... sheesh
<@Dr_Xadium> where was my mind
<@Dr_Xadium> damn you google
<Yaijinden> Gracious!
<@Dr_Xadium> when I was doing the poster for this
<@Dr_Xadium> I needed a fist
<@Dr_Xadium> for the ground
<@Dr_Xadium> I hit the image search
<@Dr_Xadium> with safe search on mind you
<@Dr_Xadium> and I searched for fist
<@Dr_Xadium> ...
<@Dr_Xadium> this joke probably came from that. 
<Furu> XD
<Furu> Wow.
<Furu> That's scary

Filmstrip Minako scuttles off.

<Furu> Google: Fucking Up People Since 19-ot-something
<@Dr_Xadium> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> I just thought that image was cute (mina scuttling)
<Furu> Yup.
<Yaijinden> Scuttler!
<@Dr_Xadium> Furu's idea of Michiru as footstool was GREAT
<Furu> ^_^

MISS DREAM: WOW! YOU'VE GOT SOME OBEDIENT BITCHES, HARUKA!

<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka's dream revealed!
<Furu> *head doubles in size*

Filmstrip Jedite smiles widely, as he begins juggling Chibiusa's gib with the chainsaws.

<@Dr_Xadium> doom reference as well as Furu's idea
<Yaijinden> This is where the circus clown music plays.
<Furu> doodoodoodoodoodoodoodooo
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahaah
<Furu> LOL. Oh MAN. You could photoshop Jed's face onto one of the Clowns from the Special Act!
<@Dr_Xadium> !
<@Dr_Xadium> hehheheh

FILMSTRIP XADIUM: FIVE O' TEN AND ALL'S WELL!

<@Dr_Xadium> This was a real mistake by me
<@Dr_Xadium> which I caught instantly
<@Dr_Xadium> but in IRC Style
<@Dr_Xadium> ran with it
<Furu> XD
<Yaijinden> That was worth a few chuckles.

Filmstrip Setsuna obediently dons her facemask and stick in an aerosol can, spraying in lemony scent.

<@Dr_Xadium> "Friday" reference. 
<@Dr_Xadium> ( A dad who sits on the crapper and dumps stinky stuff, and sprays it)

FILMSTRIP HARUKA: Artemis, I choose you!

<@Dr_Xadium> Pokemon
<Yaijinden> Mmm, chimpokomon.
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> I guess we can move ahead
<@Dr_Xadium> Crown II is useless
<Yaijinden> Haruka has a PLAN!
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> by now it's obvious
<Yaijinden> Dramatic organ chord right there.
<Furu> One sec....
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah, Haruka with a plan is a rarity
<@Dr_Xadium> well a complex plan
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HARUKA Prof, I'll need some of that thickass superglue you made that one time you rendered Pegasus down!

<@Dr_Xadium> OLD SCHOOL reference
<Yaijinden> Yeah, back in the day.
<@Dr_Xadium> I think that was season 1
<Furu> Whoooooa.
<@Dr_Xadium> I think that was two years ago at least

JEDITE: Where's my damn money, Ten'ou?

<Yaijinden> Ever the single-minded!
<@Dr_Xadium> I bet some people thought he made that story up as an excuse to save them
<Furu> Will Jed EVER get it?
<@Dr_Xadium> no.
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> Jed meant what he said
<Yaijinden> He's far too evil to "get it."
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Yaijinden> Or, Xenogears style, "He" is far too "evil" to "get it."

MISS DREAM: HI GUYS! I'M BACK!! I WENT OUT AND BOUGHT MYSELF SOME SEXY HOOKER BOOTS!

<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> another line that defined dream
<Furu> Xenogears Translation By: Dr. Evil
<@Dr_Xadium> my true opinion of manga sets' fashion
<Furu> Meh, I didn't mind too much <_<
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe

MISS DREAM: FUCK YOU, YOU STUCK UP SHITHEAD! GET YOUR BITCH ASS IN THE KITCHEN AND MAKE ME SOME PIE!

<Furu> Cartman!
<@Dr_Xadium> I liked her more 30''s look in the anime
<@Dr_Xadium> YES
<@Dr_Xadium> ERIC CARTMAN
<Furu> lol

JEDITE: I'll KILL YOU, YOU RUNT! MY LEG ISN'T YOUR SURROGATE BOYFRIEND!

<Yaijinden> Piah.
<@Dr_Xadium> see Yai, Jed goes "get it"
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<@Dr_Xadium> does
<Yaijinden> This is not "getting it", this is getting "it." Very fine distinction!
<Furu> XD
<@Dr_Xadium> extremely
<Yaijinden> Well... not really, as one is getting humped and the other is comprehending a suite of ideals.
<@Dr_Xadium> hah
<@Dr_Xadium> Miss Dream has fallen on the floor on her back, arms and legs up and twitching like a dying roach.
<@Dr_Xadium> reference to a sub.senshi comic
<@Dr_Xadium> where Michiru was like that
<Furu> lol

REI.BOT: vomit from your throat a foul mess of your making here is a broom bitch

<@Dr_Xadium> even the miko gets in on the fun
<Furu> Gotta love how everyone's shocked whenever she curses
<@Dr_Xadium> a reflection on her always having to clean up the chatbox
<@Dr_Xadium> well she rarely does it

HARUKA: I think she likes you.

MISS DREAM: REALLY?! HARUKA No.

<@Dr_Xadium> I just love doing scenes like that
<@Dr_Xadium> next scene I guess
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<@Dr_Xadium> my comments are so pointless
<Furu> ALL of our comments are pointless
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Furu> That's the point!
<Furu> Like Seinfield.
<@Dr_Xadium> "I just love doing scenes like that"
<Furu> The point is that there isn't one.
<Furu> (pokwes Yaijin
<@Dr_Xadium> that's as incisive as a bowling ball
<@Dr_Xadium> bowling
<Yaijinden> Mwee?
<Yaijinden> Yes. This scene is "Yes, you enjoy sex. So does everyone else. STOP WHINING."

MISS DREAM: WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING TO THAT PILLOW, CHIBIUSA! AND WHO'S THAT GUY IN THE PICTURE?! ISN'T THAT MAMORU, YOUR DAD!?! THAT'S SICK!!!

<@Dr_Xadium> SuperS reference
<Furu> XD
<Furu> And the TARDIS bit was good.
* @Dr_Xadium has entirely too much fun with those for obvious reasons LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> They're celebrating their two-month wedding anniversary, which you interrupted by killing them.
<Furu> lol

PROF. TOMOE: Would you like to play "Twister" with me, mua ha ha ha?

<Furu> Sane Tomoe is great
<@Dr_Xadium> Yeah but he bored me to write
<@Dr_Xadium> sane Tomoe is like Xadium
<@Dr_Xadium> very flusterable and vulnerable
<@Dr_Xadium> I need the man insane
<Yaijinden> He probably sprained a few brains saying that.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah really

XADIUM: Oh, it seems you triggered the alarm cat. So sorry about that!

<Yaijinden> The alarm cat I once owned would smother me when it was about time to wake up.
<@Dr_Xadium> well it was a takeoff on your idea of Artemis as a doorbell

MISS DREAM: WHAT MOTHERFUCKER PUT UP THE TOILET SEAT!?!

<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka. 
<Yaijinden> She doesn't need to sit anymore!
<Furu> heheh
<@Dr_Xadium> She hasn't sat for that in years
<@Dr_Xadium> Haruka in a Hugh Hefner robe,

HARUKA: That's why you should never buy shit off late-night infomercials.

<Furu> How true
<@Dr_Xadium> bart simpson ref

MISS DREAM: BITCHES! YOU BROKE THE DEAL!

<@Dr_Xadium> homer: This wasn't part of the deal
<Furu> LOL
<Yaijinden> Progressively pwned harder and harder.
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> the toll of living with the sub senshi is harsh

HARUKA: Miss Dream... welcome to the nightmare... of our lives. Beer?

<@Dr_Xadium> this was also to show what a "normal" person might go through
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah. 
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<Furu> Good line
<@Dr_Xadium> summed it up perfectly
<@Dr_Xadium> the tables were totally turned
<@Dr_Xadium> from her nightmare to theirs
<Furu> Next scene?
<Yaijinden> The stars are right! Iä!
<@Dr_Xadium> Rite on sista! Yah! Raprezent!!
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<Furu> lol
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<@Dr_Xadium> next scebe
<@Dr_Xadium> Hotaru finally gets lines!
<Furu> Ownage time is coming soon
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> welll real lines
<Furu> The voice of reason speaks again
<@Dr_Xadium> yup
<Yaijinden> Indifferent, dispassionate reason.
<@Dr_Xadium> heh
<Yaijinden> Hotaru: "This was all part of my plan, you see!"
<@Dr_Xadium> Well not always
<@Dr_Xadium> but she was awoken
<@Dr_Xadium> I think by the poking
<@Dr_Xadium> but too weak to act
<@Dr_Xadium> so she waited
<Yaijinden> Hotaru: *flushes* Well, yes.
<Yaijinden> Or not. Eee!

SAILOR SATURN: Because they're my family.

<@Dr_Xadium> This was an important sub theme
<@Dr_Xadium> as Minako said to X
<Furu> Aaaw. Yeah.
<@Dr_Xadium> and Haruka to the others
<@Dr_Xadium> they were all family
<@Dr_Xadium> a big messed up family
<Yaijinden> The ties that bind no longer the ties that blind... as greatly, anyway.
<@Dr_Xadium> right
<@Dr_Xadium> They will trust each other's unique skills a bit more
<@Dr_Xadium> as opposed to doing things the sailor senshi way
<Furu> Some skills more unique than others
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah
<@Dr_Xadium> I guess next scene?
<Furu> Anyway, now we go on to everyone's favorite scene:
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<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<Furu> smoochie smoochie

HARUKA: Oh my god, she's using tongue.

<Furu> LOL
<@Dr_Xadium> That's all you need to see. 
<Yaijinden> It... yeah, one line is enough.
<@Dr_Xadium> And Then the denouement which is a bit too long
<@Dr_Xadium> not as bad as ROTK
<Furu> Yeah.
<@Dr_Xadium> but still
<Furu> lol.
<Yaijinden> Takes the time to fill in some of the other things.
<@Dr_Xadium> we call this the TYING UP TWO YEARS OF PLOT HOLES segment
<Furu> "It's over!...Wait...no..."
<Furu> "Okay, NOW it's o....oh....wait...."
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<@Dr_Xadium> like Trinity in Revolutions
<Furu> "Okay, this time for sure!...SONOFABITCH!"
<@Dr_Xadium> neo... it's over.............. wait........................ neo..................... i. ..................... love......................
<@Dr_Xadium> hehe

JEDITE: A plan worthy of me, Pluto.

<@Dr_Xadium> Batman: TAS reference
<@Dr_Xadium> joker to kaiser
<Furu> oooo
<Yaijinden> Gwa!
<@Dr_Xadium> To be fair
<@Dr_Xadium> I copped out here a bit
<@Dr_Xadium> I wanted to leave Elios dead
<Yaijinden> But for reasons mentioned above...
<@Dr_Xadium> no beyond that
<@Dr_Xadium> I recall now
<Yaijinden> Ooh!
<Furu> I'm sure legions of fans would of been dissapointed with that? <_<
<Yaijinden> Story time!
<Yaijinden> ...again!...
<Furu> Yay!
<@Dr_Xadium> I didn't want to live with the task
<@Dr_Xadium> of Hotaru having a guilty conscience
<@Dr_Xadium> because her being her
<@Dr_Xadium> she'd have let it eat at her
<@Dr_Xadium> forever
<Yaijinden> Yeah, she DID sorta flay him.
<@Dr_Xadium> and while very dramatic
<Furu> Aaah.
<@Dr_Xadium> sub senshi is at heart a light comedy
<@Dr_Xadium> it may step in drama
<@Dr_Xadium> every now and then
<@Dr_Xadium> but that's never been it's primary role
<@Dr_Xadium> it's not Shakespeare
<@Dr_Xadium> and doesn't claim to be
<@Dr_Xadium> so I copped out
<@Dr_Xadium> and let him live
<Furu> The Cop-Out Ray was fired
<@Dr_Xadium> in addition to the other reasons
<Furu> That's okay.
<@Dr_Xadium> reading 'Taru's lines reminded me of the thought process. 
<@Dr_Xadium> I also pulled the other inners to the future
<@Dr_Xadium> because I was too lazy to write for them
<@Dr_Xadium> plus I didn't want oversaturation. 
<@Dr_Xadium> I have most of the archetypes covered already
<Furu> Yeah. They'd just get in the way.
<@Dr_Xadium> ami -> Hotaru, Tomoe, X 
<@Dr_Xadium> mako -> Haruka
<@Dr_Xadium> rei -> rei.bot, Michiru
<@Dr_Xadium> usagi -> already cameos
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PROF. TOMOE: MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAH!

TV ANNOUNCER: (V.O.) My, he's excited about education, isn't he!

<@Dr_Xadium> heheh
<Furu> Favorite line in the whole thing.
<Furu> No reason.
<@Dr_Xadium> this was just to establish clearly he was insane
<Furu> Just is
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah, clueless TV people
<@Dr_Xadium> and it fits my reaction to Tomoe
<@Dr_Xadium> I was NEVER scared of him
<@Dr_Xadium> I always laughed WITH him
<Furu> heheh
<Furu> that's scary on its own
<@Dr_Xadium> he is my favorite bad guy in Sailor Moon ever. 
<Yaijinden> Because he's human, I say.
<Furu> second for me
<@Dr_Xadium> That's why I had sets bring him back
<@Dr_Xadium> who's first?
<@Dr_Xadium> Yai: Indeed
<@Dr_Xadium> and he was funny. 
<Furu> Death Phantom
<Furu> Feel free to point and laugh
<@Dr_Xadium> The time he sat on the steps eating
* @Dr_Xadium points and laughs
<@Dr_Xadium> I though Galaxia's reputation and motives were excellent
<@Dr_Xadium> and a neat idea
<Furu> >_<
<@Dr_Xadium> she was like Moon
<Furu> Haven't seen all of Stars yet.
<@Dr_Xadium> ahh
<Furu> Can never seem to torrent Vol. 4
<@Dr_Xadium> then I shall shut up
<Yaijinden> *totally steals Furu's starseed*
* @Dr_Xadium thinks the anime messed up re: starseeds
<@Dr_Xadium> the manga's sailor crystal focus was better
<@Dr_Xadium> but it would have ended the anime so fast
<Furu> Oh GOD. I don't even want to THINK what I'd turn into.....
<@Dr_Xadium> I think Takeuchi cracked on the anime
<@Dr_Xadium> there's a scene in the manga
<Furu> Yeah. I've read the manga of it.
<@Dr_Xadium> whee Galaxia says
<@Dr_Xadium> starseeds are worthless
<Yaijinden> I totally call dibs on "Sailor Teakettle." He gets BOILING MAD!
<@Dr_Xadium> trash
<@Dr_Xadium> HAHAHAHAHAHAHA
<@Dr_Xadium> LAst scene!
<Yaijinden> Matrix! MATRIIIIIX!
<@Dr_Xadium> This was a deliberate nod to the fact that IRC is the future of Sub Sen
<@Dr_Xadium> and matrix, yes
<Yaijinden> Alternately, I can hear this done over a chat room with the AIM noises beeping.
<@Dr_Xadium> and jed doesn't get his cash
<Furu> XD
<Furu> Yeap!
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah true
<@Dr_Xadium> but I like the IRC experience
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<Furu> Yay!
<@Dr_Xadium> YAY!
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<Furu> Yay!
<Furu> *pats self on back*
<@Dr_Xadium> YAY^2
<@Dr_Xadium> haha
<Furu> ........
<@Dr_Xadium> So, overall thoughts, questions
<Furu> Holy Shite. We're done.
<@Dr_Xadium> anything else
<@Dr_Xadium> yeah!
<@Dr_Xadium> we are
<Furu> That's weird.
<@Dr_Xadium> hehehe
<@Dr_Xadium> welll like you said
<@Dr_Xadium> you can do this again
<@Dr_Xadium> with others
<Yaijinden> So, in absence lieu of her father Chibiusa is now harassing Elios?
<@Dr_Xadium> or we can get other groups
<@Dr_Xadium> Yai: yes
<Furu> XD Yeah, other groups would be okay...
<Yaijinden> Because, y'know, poor Batman...
* @Ikari Shinji mourns poor Batman while laying down
<@Dr_Xadium> she remembers the rolls in the hay
<Furu> but...I dunno...I like this group a little too much
<Furu> :P
<@Dr_Xadium> well then we'll call this one it ^_^
<Furu> All righty~
<@Dr_Xadium> but you have to format it now
<@Dr_Xadium> I don't envy you LOL
<Furu> Fortunetly, I'll have HELP
<Furu> (kicks Ikari)
<@Dr_Xadium> hahahahaha
<@Dr_Xadium> Thank Yaijinden for his presence!
<Furu> Epsecially since I head back home tomorrow morn.
<@Dr_Xadium> and Mango, who died!
<Furu> Thanks, Yaijin.
<Furu> God Bless Ye, Mango
<@Dr_Xadium> and Shinji who might be dead too!
* @Ikari Shinji isn't dead yet but is happy for the thanks!
<Yaijinden> Thank Xadium for writing this monstrosity!
<@Dr_Xadium> Ahh, it was a pleasure
<Furu> "Several People Were Harmed In The Making Of This Commentary"
<@Dr_Xadium> LMFAO
<Yaijinden> My sperm!
<@Dr_Xadium> put that in there
<Furu> oh, I will
<@Dr_Xadium> Do we count Adam as AWOL?
<Furu> BELIVE ME
<Furu> ...er...Believe me
<@Dr_Xadium> yess
<Furu> CAPS strike back
<Yaijinden> BELITTLE ME!
<@Dr_Xadium> hahaha
<Furu> Sure :P
<Furu> Okay
<@Dr_Xadium> well
<Furu> You stupid sack of worthless crap!!
<@Dr_Xadium> I am about to be the next casualty heh
<@Dr_Xadium> thinks of a humorous way to exit
<Furu> XD
<Furu> Then we'll be here all night!
* @Dr_Xadium is pulled away by Minako to be sacrificed to the cult of the rocking TARDIS
<Furu> lol
<@Dr_Xadium> See ya later guys
<Furu> night Doc
<Yaijinden> taah
<@Dr_Xadium> night
<Yaijinden> This is also where I make my exit.
<Furu> Night Yaijin!
* Yaijinden douses himself with gasoline and burns himself perfectly
* Yaijinden screams can be heard for miles away
<Furu> XD
* Furu  goes on the WAY TO JAPAN
* @Ikari Shinji wakes up moments later after everyone vanishes
<@Ikari Shinji> ...well, shit.

END


